Notes on Holy Tides:
Fîron:
The -Fîron (to celebrate) in TFA is recognized as a celebration taking place in the household. It is a time
for wirdskap (worship meal), where the divine is invited into the home to take part in the holy meal. The
meal may be comprised of specific offerings. Under the dark new moon, celebrations are closer to the
hearth - the divine come nearest to the world of man even into the home.
Naht:
The -Naht (night) in TFA is the tide held on the moon before the full. Celebrations held within the home
and nearest the hearth move onto the land of the Hêm. Worshipers may offer at the home-tree or some
other natural feature of the land. The divine ride above along their celestial course.
Fol:
The -Fol (full) in TFA is the most liminal tide, straddling the divide between the waxing and waning moon.
The method and area of worship will be a combination of indoor and outdoor activities within and
without. This tide is when the worlds of men and gods are bought together in many ways. Drinking,
recalling to mind, making merry and being boisterous is the natural tone for sacred affairs.
Tîd (or Thing):
The -Tîd (or -Thing) in TFA is a full tide lasting from the after-full moon until the following new moon.
Whereas the pre-Fol month is waxing and spirits are rising until the pinnacle of the Fol, the second half is
the waning where the divine are sought out in places beyond the Hêm and into the Civitas. The spectre of
the dying Fol lends the full tide an aura of the dead, chthonic or telluric. Offerings may be made at larger
cultic sites such as a river, lake, well, hilltop or grove.

Tîwiskôfîron (Celebration of Tîwiskô):
Overview:
Tîwiskô (PGmc *tiwistaz “most divine”), recorded in Tacitus’ Germania is understood in TFA as fulfilling a
similar function as that of Janus Pater among the Romans. The “twining” aspect of Janus is seen as cognatic
to the possible etymological root of Tîwiskô PGmc*twai. As both roots proposed are equally possible, the
aspects of “most divine” and “twining” are embodied. This celebration is relatable to that of the feria
Ianus Pater as listed on the Chronography of 354. He is “first among the gods” and thus can be viewed as
the “father” of divinity. He spontaneously fathered Mannô (Mannus of the Germania), who in turn gave
rise to other gods and peoples. He is explicitly tied to kingship (such as Janus), heroics (mentioned in heroic
ballads by Tacitus – perhaps in some form in the lost ballads of Charlemagne), warfare (such as Janus and

Tîu), waterways (the Franks being known navigators and sacral users of marshlands) but most of all the
economy of ancient warfare. He was born of the earthen mound and shall return to that mound – the first
and the last.
Rational:
Tîwiskô is celebrated on the Windarmânôth (Wintermoon) as by the time the Franks coalesced the year
was already marked in the Empire as the beginning of January. This allowed for three months of
preparation before the military campaign season began. The economy of warfare as well as the politics
thereof were ramping up anew. It was a time for looking forward to new adventures, but also knowing
that this year may be one’s last. The Tîwiskôfîron sets the tone for the lunar period between the new
moon and the moon before the full.
Practice:
Following the example of Janus, who has a well developed cultic landscape, practitioners of TFA are
encouraged to offer salted spelt (or a local grain) cakes and coins. As Tîwiskô progresses through the year,
so too do the folk and the ancient migrations are emblematic of our own journey through the year and
life in general. Tîwiskô should always receive his specific share when offerings are made to the Hêlen and
Goda.
You are encouraged to read (and recite/perform) the modern mythographic work concerning the Cycle of
Windarmânôth found below.

Idisnaht (Night of the Idisi):
Overview:
The Idisi (“dignified women” as per Simek), are recorded in the first Merseburg Charm and are alluded to
in Beowulf. The plain where Arminius met Germanicus, Idistaviso, may be translated as “field of the Idisi”.
In TFA the Idis are further extrapolated to being related to the Dísir and as such they are related to matters
of warfare, but also to household welfare. They are understood as fulfilling a similar function to the
Carmenae as listed on the Chronography of 354. This association, beyond function is based on the
etymology of Lat. carmen “song, charm” and the role of the Idisi in incantations. Following Simek, the
body of the Idis/Dís -like holy beings can stretch to include a community of interest with the cult of
Matronae and Nordic Valkyrjur. The four principle Carmenae of Roman tradition are: Carmenta, Egeria,
Antevora and Postverta. For TFA, the principle Idisi are Hludana, Sunuxsal, Exomna and Hariasa. Hludana
being chief among her sisters, her name and aspect coming from PGmc *hlūdaz meaning “fame, rumor”,
in turn descended from the PIE *ḱlew- “hear”. This would hence relate to the Greek kléos or “glory”.
Rational:
Idisnaht is celebrated on moon before the full of Windarmânôth, this places their celebration in the same
wartime preparation season as is indicative of their function. As survey of similar cults, such as the
Carmenae and Dísir show this to be the proper time to worship them. As they oversee aspects of the
warband-in-action as well as migration, their role as guides and oracles should be sought in similar
matters. Carmenta, the mother of Evander, is said to have been an enchantress and creator of the Roman
alphabet. Hludana, though nothing but her name has come down to us, is understood as being the font
of fame. Fame in turn is the greatest form of enchantment.
Practice:
Fame, prophesy, and matters of warfare in the field and on the home-front are their particular interests,
as such and in honour of the ballads mentioned – but unknow – by Tacitus and later Einhard, heroic songs
and poetry are encouraged to be performed on this evening which specifically focuses on the legendary
migration of the Franks from Troy to Great Sicambria. Coins are the principle offering to be made to them,
emblematic of the economy of warfare as well as a return for their help in household matters.

Irminfol (The Full of Irmin):
Overview:
Irmin (PGmc *erminaz “strong, exhalted”) is in TFA related to the Roman position of Iovi Statori “Jupiter
Stayer” as listed on the Chronography of 354. Similarly, Irmin, who is mentioned by Tacitus, yet reflected
in the names of other Germanic gods/heroes/villains, is meant to reflect on the turning over one
generation of rule to the other. This “turn over” is seen in other Germanic sources, where one-time
“paternal gods” are overthrown or subsume the older generation (Ođin over Týr, etc.). The prevalence of
Jupiter columns in the Germanic frontier are imagined as being informative on the ever-changing religion
of Germania during the early stages of proto-Frankish development. It is not inconceivable that these
great pillars to Jupiter were beginning to supplant older ideas of indigenous Germanic religiosity. As such,
though the old continues, the new can become greater.
Rational:
Irminfol is celebrated at the full moon of Windarmânôth. The full moon of January was sacred to Jupiter,
given the slow and steady acceptance of Roman military cults to Jupiter among the German auxilia, it is
the position of TFA that the full moon of Windarmânôth is sacred to Irmin. In the Windarmânôth Cycle (a
modern TFA mythographic work which draws together relevant material of Frankish interest), Tîwiskô’s
rod/staff is taken up by Irmin and becomes his pillar. In PIE mythology the passing on of roles, positions
and magical tools or weapons to future generations is common. Thor’s hammer is passed on to Magni and
Mothi, etc.
Practice:
Irmin, who according to Tacitus is the brother of Ing and Ista (various spellings and theories abound on
them) and sons of Mannô is a provider of courage in the face of unsurmountable odds. He stands his
ground, for his own needs and the needs of his people. As such, Irmin takes on an aspect of the Kuning
(TFA King) – as did/does Tîwiskô – emulating the turnover of one generation to the other. On the night of
the Irminfol, in honour of Irmin’s success and the success of all who stand up to those who challenge
them, a drink ought to be taken. This drink may be in the company of others or in the company of Irmin’s
idol. Be sure to offer a portion of the drink the retired Tîwiskô in memory and to Irmin who has risen.

Idisthing (Thing of the Idisi):
Overview:
On the moon immediately following the Irminfol, there is a return to the affairs of the Idisi. The Idisnaht,
where coins are offered in the hope that the Idisi will grand us success in all our undertakings in the year
to come. Once Irmin has been established, there comes a period of “new rule” where the Idisi watch over
the household and bring bounty to those who continue to offer.
Rational:
The Carmenae have a distinctive “before and after” function, which makes the time in which they are
worshiped exceedingly liminal. The Disaþing of the Swedes was a time when sacrifices to the Dísir were
made, markets and important meetings were held. It stands to reason that for a people preparing for the
campaign season, the holy powers which loom over those affairs would need to be brought on the side of
the people. It is also the perfect time to hold market festivals or make purchases with the booty earned
the year before, for the benefit of the campaign to come. The Idisi, led by Hludana (PGmc *hlūdaz meaning
“fame, rumor”) are, Sunuxsal (Gaulish *sun(o)-uχs(o)-ali- meaning “She who fulfills (grants) high dreams”),
Exomna (Gaulish *ex(s)-obonos meaning “without fear”) and Hariasa (PGmc *herjaza meaning “harrying
goddess”) offer culturally concurrent counterparts to the Carmenae – “the singers” cognate to PGmc
*hazjana “to praise” – who may have originally been goddesses tied to wells, fountains, childbirth and
prophesy. They are headed by Carmenta (Lat. carmen meaning “charm, song”), Egeria (Proto-Italic *egezō meaning “to bear out, birth”), Antevora and Postverta (Lat. ante-verta, post-verta or “anticipates,
reflects”).
Practice:
The Idisthing is observed from the night after the Full Moon until the eve of the next New Moon. This is a
lengthy observance period where it is auspicious to make household and personal purchases (clothing,
dishware, vehicles, etc.) It is believed that during this period, the Idis take personal interest in the affairs
of the household and wish to ensure – should proper offerings be made – that much success comes to the
family (Hîwiski). Coins may continue to be give, however sweet liquids and cakes should accompany them.
The Idisthing is also a recommended time to seek omens

Windarmânôth Cycle
1. I beseech the mighty gods, I am but a poor impassioned wanderer, often more delusional
than clever and at others more wise than I have wits. I have made the sacrifices, carved the
implements of our office and inscribed the cattle-cladding with my reed. And so, here is my
telling of the celebrations and under which moons they find their place, also I posit reasons
to unreasonable things that the gods may only know. In this, we are to find the allodium and
the Kuning’s Right, which we now wield well.
2. Before the foundation of Sicambria and the fall of Troy[1], from whence the princes Priam
and Antenor did rule[2], before even all these things, there was a first born ruler[3] hight
Tîwiskô[4]. In such an age, our people were not, princes were not[5], the unbridled
wilderness was not[6] and nor were the cities[7]. Rome had not attained her glory, for Troy
was not[8]. There was not a thing to be, but a ruler who walked out of the Earthly Mound[9].
3. Under the Winter’s Moon[10], this ruler whom I have already named to be Tîwiskô, it can be
understood that he travelled from this earthly mound in the East[11] towards the banks of
the All-River[12]. It may be that he walked westward[13] following the All-River for many,
many moons[14]. Along the way, it is believed that a son was born to him[15]. Not as one
would have it in our age[16], but rather born of his sweat[17] that dripped from his form.
This son was hight Mannô[18] and Tîwiskô would rule him.
4. For it should be known that this first, earthborn ruler, is the ancient god[19]. Mannô is thus
the first ancient prince[20]. Now I should tell you of the things this first prince came to
accomplish and how he came to fall from his father’s favour[21]. It happened that the two,
in their travels[22], came to a certain forest[23]. Beyond this forest was to be found a
particular marsh [24]by which rich and fertile soils [25]could be found.
5. At the edge of this marsh[26], where the reeds grew to the Upper Heaven[27], there were
twelve swan-woman[28] clad in feathers [29]and girded with iron skirts[30]. They sat by the
waters [31]and nurtured their feet [32]with the pale clay[33]. The two others went near and
the maidens readied their arms[34]. Some with javelins[35], some with spathas[36] and a
foremost war-wife at their head with a basket filled with bread[37].
6. This white-woman[38], hight Hludana[39], introduced the foremost of her sisters[40]:
“Sunuxsal is most knowing[41], Exomna is without fear[42], Hariasa has brokered no
frith[43] and most of all, I have never known a hunger which could not be satiated or
assuaged by the din of war[44]”.
7. Tîwiskô and Mannô then went were readied for war[45]. Their wars are well famed by the
poets[46]. Of the war-father, his staff missed no mark[47]. His deeds are recounted so
plentifully in songs at this time of the year. Kind words are exchanged[48] and omens are
sought of birds[49], horses [50]and by many other such methods.

8. The songs of the famed-warrior, likewise, are sung at the feast table[51]. It is said that
Hludana offered Mannô bread to sustain his harrying[52]. This is a custom which continues
to this day. To Tîwiskô, Mannô offered these cakes[53] and in return the first god gave golden
rings[54]. This is how the war-exchange[55] was set in that age and the two did just the same
until mankind saw this and their lords continued to act as such[56].
9. Then the one was turned against the other[57]. Mannô being heavily weighted in gold[58].
He was most famed in all the slaughter-fields. Tîwiskô, heavy with bread[59], but light in gold,
complained. His son, swollen with might had become greedy [60]with his rings. You have to
know that, for their favour, he was accustomed to give to the Idis-maidens solidi which he
had made by breaking down the rings.[61] For this they showed him favour.
10. However, Tîwiskô being destitute, had Weland [62]forge rings of bronze[63]. These rings
were of debased worth[64]. Mannô, seeing the debased worth, passed them off to
Hludana’s-kin [65]and for this they withdrew their favour and the hero fell to the raven-field.
For this reason, it can be said that he fell from Heaven’s-Ledge[66].
11. Tîwiskô, in his grief over slaying the younger[67], grew old in his sorrow [68]at the threshold
of the world. He tired from guarding the shrines [69]behind him and the Idis-field before
him[70]. This he could do on account of his divinity[71]. He then lay upon the red-earth[72],
sticking his death-staff in the pale soil[73]. This is the pillar that Irmin claimed as his
own[74]. There is more to that story, but that is in a later age and under another moon[75].
I will say however that he stabilized the world by the rod and sky-bolt[76]. For this reason,
the pillar is reddened and made glossy of gore [77]in the hope it continues to return the
divine providence.
12. To Hludana and the Idis, a prayer is recited for success and plentiful lucre is to them offered,
that they always sustain us in our trials, our mothers in their labour and fill our bellies with
the joy of sweet breads and reveal our wyrd[78]. These are the things I know of this moon.
[1] Reference to the Franco-Trojan Cycle in the LHF (Liber Historia Francorum) where after
the fall of Troy, Priam and Antenor take their people and settle a new city, Sicambria, along the
Maotian Swamps.
[2] Ibid.
[3] PIE primal “twin” god is often considered the first ruler, such as *Yemo (and Indian Yama,
Norse Ymir and Germanic Tuisco). Bruce Lincoln, The Indo-European Myth of Creation (1975).
[4]Tuisco as mentioned by Tacius’s Germania. Tîwiskô being a modern rendition of a
reconstructed OFrk form of a proposed PGmc form of Tuisco by Wolfhard (Oivier van

Renswoude, philologist, Leiden graduate in linguistics), *tiwistaz or “most divine”,
http://www.asatruLore.org (June, 2011). It is posited by the author of this work that Janus
and Tîwiskô both share similar functions and a “twining” role or function.
[5] Prior to Roman contact and the quasi-mythic proposition and elevation of Faramond as sole
king of the Franks, there were no “princeps” or successors in the modern sense of “prince”,
rather local rulers of kindred groups.
[6] Eddaic sources, such as Voluspa innumerate the things which were not: Henry Adams
Bellows translation: “Of old was the age when Ymir lived; Sea nor cool waves nor sand there
were; Earth had not been, nor heaven above, But a yawning gap, and grass nowhere.” This “time
before time” and “before humans” is a common PIE mytheme.
[7] Prior to the influence of Roman social framework of civitates, the Franks lived in small,
spread-out density centres akin to a farmstead or extended household variously called a hêm.
Much as Romulus mythically founded Rome after Aeneas’ Troy, Chlodio founded Dispargum
(Gregoy of Tours, Book II) after Antenor’s Sicambria (LHF). Fredegar makes an allusion to
Romulus’ name giving to the Romans, by alluding to Francio being the source of the Frankish
ethnonym.
[8] A time before the first civitates.
[9] Tuisco is said to be “earthborn”, just as Janus who was primordial and without parents.
[10]Name of January given by Einhard in the Vita Magni Karoli. It is posited by the author that
the celebrations cited in the Calendar of 354 under the month of January are comparable to
those of the OHG or Frankish Windarmânôth (winter “new” moon).
[11] In Germanic as well as specifically Frankish sources, the gods or mythical founders are said
to come from the East. This is true in Eddaic sources as well as the LHF, Gregory’s History of the
Franks, Fredegar’s Chronicle and a few others.
[12] In Vedic sources the Vaitarani is the river that runs between the Earth and the Infernal
lands of Yama. It may be compared to the Old Norse Vimur, which Thor cannot cross. The “City
of Yama” is said to be an inferno for sinners at the southern gate of said city and causes a
purification of souls. In In Skáldskaparmál 18 Thor must cross Vimur to get to Geirrod’s Abode,

but the giantess Gjalp tries to drown him in urine. In essence, this is the primal river. Old Norse
Elivagr and the Roman Styx are also relatable.
[13] Again, the gods and divine beings are said to travel from the East to the West in PIE
sources.
[14] Used here to highlight the many path of the moon, which marks religious celebrations in
PIE sources.
[15] A common mytheme in PIE mythology is the first god siring a child or multiple progeny.
[16]Yama and Manu of Vedic sources, Ymir and his sweating progeny as well as Zeus birthing
Athena by means other than vaginal birth.
[17] Ymir in Eddaic sources sweats a man and a woman from his arms. His left leg also begets a
son with the right, here compared to Tîwiskô walking (with his two legs) and sweating a son
Mannô.
[18] Mannô from Tacitus’ Germania – Mannus – who is the son of Tuisco and progenitor of the
Ingaevones, Herminones and Istaevones as well as other peoples.
[19] It can be argued that the Eddaic Ymir was the “god before the gods”. Janus is considered in
Ovid’s Fasti the first of the gods and receiving the first of made offerings.
[20] Mannô here representing the “princes” (princeps, consuls, comes and ducats) brought up
under Roman tutelage.
[21] Foreshowing of the common sibling rivalry and treachery between Merovingian rulers.
[22] A comparative to the relationship of Remus and Romulus, Priam and Antenor.
[23] The Silva Carbonaria that Clodio came upon in his travels to found Dispargum (Duisburg).
This forest was also a boarder or the edge of the Frankish territory in that age. The south
brought Walaleodi (strangers, Romans) which survives in Wallon.

[24] Marshes feature prominently in Frankish mythology and historiographies. The mythic
Sicambria was founded near the Maotian swamps.
[25] The Rhineland was particularly fertile, especially in the Low Countries river delta system.
[26] The banks or edge of rivers and marshes were known deposit sites for votive offerings in the
Frankish territories. Two such examples on the banks of the Ijssel are Herxen and Leesten.
These sites showed disturbances in the soil as well as large deposits of metallic objects and
various coins from the Roman Iron Age to the 13th Century. See Christianiation and the afterlife
of pagan open-air cult sites. Evidence from the northern Frankish frontier, Bert Groenewoudt
2016 (Belgium).
[27] Denoting that the reeds used in the drafting of charters, edicts and notitia, which were often
gathered at the waters’ edge, could bind through the word, the heavens and the earth. The
sedge’s power is highlighted in the Old English Rune Poem: “The Eolh-sedge is mostly to be
found in a marsh; it grows in the water and makes a ghastly wound, covering with blood every
warrior who touches it.” https://www.ragweedforge.com/rpae.html
[28] Twelve is a significant mythological number oftentimes used to enumerate corporate bodies
of divine or semi-divine figures: 12 Olympic gods, 12 thanes of Beowulf, 12 peers of
Charlemagne, 24 (2×12) Aesir, Asynjur. Seen as a number denoting epic, mature and divine, see
Number Symbolism in Old Norse Literature, Torfi Tulinius 2005 (Reykjavik). Swan-coat is a
common terminology related to the Valkyries and here is used as a descriptive of the Idis.
[29] Swan-coat is a common terminology related to the Valkyries and here is used as a
descriptive of the Idis.
[30] The iron-skirt is in reference to high-status women wearing iron chains or chatelaines
(Frankish women) and discs about the waist (Egtved Girl). The chatelaine would often hold
scissors, thimbles, watches, keys, vinaigrette, and household seals which are all items tied to
sovereign feminine powers. Here used to describe the Idis as having power over the affairs of the
household and warfare. In the Calendar of 354 the Carmentalia and Carmenae is listed in
January. The Carmenae are tied to the functions of childbirth and prophecy in a way relatable to
the Norns and Valkyries.

[31] Reflective of the Norns at the base of Yggdrasil as well as the many votive stones to the
Matronae along Low Country waterways.
[32] Foot care was an important aspect of ancient military life. There are many folk remedies
since the oldest age dedicated to treating aching feet. Here the Idis are soothing and treating
their feet as one would after a campaign in a bath. Roman baths were common on the
Rhineland.
[33] As the Norns do Yggdrasil. In this way the Idis are equated with and inextricably linked to
the welfare of the world, which is in a constant state of warfare.
[34] The Idis may be the source of the name of the field Idistaviso of Arminius fame. In the First
Mersberg Charm: “Once the Idisi sat, sat here and there, some bound fetters, some hampered
the army, some untied fetters: Escape from the fetters, flee from the enemies.” Rudolf Simek
posits a community of interest between Idis, Valkyries and Disir. The connection to warfare for
the Idis cannot be disputed.
[35] Javelins were a common Frankish weapon of war. Early proto-Frankish rulers Ascaric and
Merogais’ names may relate to javelins. The first “Ash tree ruler” and the second “Famed spear”.
Some have posited a connection between Ascaric and Odin, yet this is contested. The Javelin
was a common Frankish infantry weapon. See, A Military History of Late Rome 284 to 361, Dr.
Ilkka Synanne 2015 (UK)
[36] Ibid.
[37] Ibid.
[38] White-Women or originally “Witte Wieven” (Dutch), “Wisen Frauen” (German) are
common mythological/folkloric beings in the Low Countries which have been postulated to be
comparable to disir.
[39] Bread was a common symbol tied to sovereignty and military company. “Companion” being
from the Latin com panis or “with bread”. The title of Lord and Lady are from the PGmc
*hlaibaz *warþō “Bread Warder” and *hlaibaz *daigijǭ “Bread Kneeder” respectively. In
Gregory (Book VI-8) we see a monk who exhibits the natural talents of the Valkyries or Idis
before these divine talents were translated from female figures to that of holy men: “Ebarchius

died also, a recluse of Angoulême, a man of great holiness through whom God did many
miracles, and leaving out most of them I will tell briefly of a few. He was a native of Perigueux,
but after his conversion he entered the clergy and went to Angoulême and built a cell for
himself. There he gathered a few monks and prayed continually, and if any gold or silver was
offered to him he would pay it out for the necessities of the poor or to ransom captives. No bread
was baked in that cell while he lived but was brought in by the devout when it was needed. He
ransomed a great number of people from the offerings of the devout. He often cured the poison
of malignant pimples by the sign of the cross and by prayer drove demons out from the bodies
that they possessed and with his charming manner often rather ordered than requested judges
to spare the guilty. In Gregory (Book VII-45) we see that those who had no bread suffered. IT is
said they ground herbs into flour: “In this year a severe famine oppressed almost all of the
Gauls. Many dried and ground into powder grape seeds and oat k chaff and fern roots and mixed
a little flour with it and made bread; many cut straw and did the same. Many who had no flour
ate different herbs which they gathered, and in consequence swelled up and died.” Beyond the
Christian connotation of bread as a sacrament, bread and the kneading as well as providing
thereof were essential to daily life and the bonds between host and guest (servant). Nehalennia
is often depicted in her iconography as having a basket of loaves which has been interpreted by
Hilda Roderick Ellis Davidson as duivekator or originally duivelskoek or “devil’s cake” which
would symbolically be made from the last sheaf’s flour, formed into a boat-like shape, baked and
offered to the gods. In this way the importance of bread as a manifestation of divine feminine
sovereignty and the role of the Idis (as Valkyrie, Matronae, Disir) are conjoined. In the Fasti of
Ovid, Janus is said to be offered cakes of barley, salt and spelt. In this way the bread grains with
the salt symbolise marine warfare or the transportation of warriors by boat.
[40] Hludana is a goddess attested in the Netherlands and in the Rhineland near Cologne as
well as Xanten. Although there are many theories on the meaning of her name and her function,
ranging from a connection to the Old Norse Hlodyn (Earth) or the German Holda. In one
epigraphic inscription, a vow was made to her by fishermen and for this she is seen as having
affinity to the river and fishing, perhaps even commerce. In this work her name is interpreted as
descending from the PGmc *hlūdaz meaning “fame, rumor”, in turn descended from the PIE
*ḱlew- “hear”. This would hence relate to the Greek kléos or “glory”, which is featured
prominently in the deeds of heroes throughout the Illiad and Odyssey. It has been claimed that
the PIE craved a sense of immortality called *ḱlewos *ndhgwhitom, or “the fame that does not
decay.” The name *Hludwig (Clovis) means “famed fight” and all other Merovingian *Hlud
thematic names are related to the same concept. Here used to illustrate that war fame or renown
won on the campaign was at some mercy of the divine. Hludana as the giver or kneader of loaves

by the ancient marsh demonstrates a tightly bound sacred relationship between bread – war
fame – water which was strongly felt amongst the Franks.
[41] Sunuxsal is a goddess known from the regions between Bonn and Kobelnz where epigraphic
attestations of her exist from the 2nd century. Her name has been identified as being Gaulish in
origin with a possible translation of “She who fulfills (grants) high dreams”. Here she
understood to be a prophetess in matters of warfare. See, https://frankiskallodium.com/sunuxsal/
[42] Exomna, a goddess attested to have been worshipped by the Batavians through epigraphic
evidence. Her name is believed to translate to “without fear”. Here she is understood as being
the divine personification of courage. There are textual references to women accompanying the
men to the battle field and using various tactics to encourage the warriors to fight.
[43] Hariasa, a goddess attested on a (now lost) votive stone from 2nd century Cologne. Her
name is translated as “harrying goddess”. Simek believes her to be related to the Valkyrie Herja.
Here she is understood as being the divine personification of battle-fury or “strength/violence in
action”.
[44] The concept of sustaining a population through warfare was a common one in antiquity,
from the Goths to the Franks and many other client kingdoms of Rome, making war was how
families were provided for. The Batavians are a great example of this.
[45] Here referencing the relationship between the primal god of sovereignty and the ruler who
represents him in matters of warfare. Although a late Christianized example, we find in Frankish
sources an example of a queen encouraging the sovereign to seek the aid of the god who grants
victory. See Gregory of Tours (Book II-30): The queen did not cease to urge him to recognize the
true God and cease worshipping idols. But he could not be influenced in any way to this belief,
until at last a war arose with the Alamanni, in which he was driven by necessity to confess what
before he had of his free will denied. It came about that as the two armies were fighting fiercely,
there was much slaughter, and Clovis’s army began to be in danger of destruction. He saw it and
raised his eyes to heaven, and with remorse in his heart he burst into tears and cried: “Jesus
Christ, whom Clotilda asserts to be the son of the living God, who art said to give aid to those in
distress, and to bestow victory on those who hope in thee, I beseech the glory of thy aid, with the
vow that if thou wilt grant me victory over these enemies, and I shall know that power which she
says that people dedicated in thy name have had from thee, I will believe in thee and be baptized

in thy name. For I have invoked my own gods but, as I find, they have withdrawn from aiding
me; and therefore I believe that they possess no power, since they do not help those who obey
them. I now call upon thee, I desire to believe thee only let me be rescued from my adversaries.”
Likewise, in reference to the Fasti and the Calendar of 354, where Carmenta leads Evander to
new lands and for his victories, erects a temple to Hercules
(http://www.theoi.com/Text/OvidFasti1.html lines 461-542). Here, Hludana can be understood
as a cognate to Carmenta and the Idis as cognates to the Carminae. The Carminae were
prophetic and related to charms/songs and Hludana I related to the same through etymology
and by extension function (see footnote 40).
[46] See Tacitus (Germania II): “In their ancient songs, their only way of remembering or
recording the past, they celebrate an earth-born god, Tuisco, and his son Mannus, as the origin
of their race, as their founders.” In the Fasti (Book I-89) Janus’ makes reference to “his song”
and to “singers”, this would be in reference to Ovid as the singer of days, but also to the
etymology of calendar as something which is “called out, sung or announced”.
[47] The staff, rod or scepter is a known implement of rule which denotes or is imbued with
authority. Janus and Jupiter are said to have a staff. The Roman scepter or sceptrum Augusti
was topped with an eagle and represented imperial authority. These were also common among
priestly classes throughout PIE cultures. Here the priestly function and sovereign function are
coupled with the practical use as a primitive weapon. The “god-scepter” may also be reflected in
the Jupiter Columns found throughout the Rhineland where Jupiter is depicted atop a pillar,
oftentimes with a scepter in hand. In TFA, the festuca (of the Litus) and aureus (of the
Antrustio) are symbolic of the power wielded by the rank and office.
[48] In the Fasti (Book I-89) states that the calends of January are a time to offer good words.
[49] The flight of birds was of a particular interest to those practicing divination (even later
clerics seeking divine signs from God). In the History of the Franks (Gregoy of Tours, Book IV31): “In the church at Clermont while the morning watches were being observed at a certain
festival, a bird of the kind we call lark entered, flapping its wings above the lights, and so swiftly
extinguished them all that one would think they had been taken by the hand of a single man and
plunged into water. The bird passed under the veil into the sanctuary and attempted to put out
the light there but it was prevented from doing so by the doorkeepers and killed. In the church
of the blessed Andrew another bird did the same with the lighted lamps.” For more on Janus

and augury see, Watching the Skies: Janus, Auspication, and the Shrine in the Roman Forum
in Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome, Vol. 45 (2000), pp. 1-40 Rabun Taylor.
[50] In Tacitus’ Germania (X): “If they prove unfavourable, there is no further consultation that
day about the matter; if they sanction it, the confirmation of augury is still required. For they are
also familiar with the practice of consulting the notes and the flight of birds. It is peculiar to this
people to seek omens and monitions from horses. Kept at the public expense, in these same
woods and groves, are white horses, pure from the taint of earthly labour; these are yoked to a
sacred car, and accompanied by the priest and the king, or chief of the tribe, who note their
neighings and snortings. No species of augury is more trusted, not only by the people and by the
nobility, but also by the priests, who regard themselves as the ministers of the gods, and the
horses as acquainted with their will. They have also another method of observing auspices, by
which they seek to learn the result of an important war.”
[51] Reflective of the signing of songs of Tuisco and Mannus in Tacitus’ Germania (II).
[52] See endnote 39 on the role of bread in the sustaining of military campaigns.
[53] Here Mannô is representative of the martial leader making offerings to the gods for victory,
see endnote 39.
[54] Tîwiskô is in his role of “giver of rings” emulating the relationship between the lord as the
remitter of war booty. Clovis, as per Gregory (Book II-42), is depicted as giving bronze rings to
repay the treachery of Ragnachar’s men: “Ragnachar was then king at Cambrai, a man so
unrestrained in his wantonness that he scarcely had mercy for his own near relatives. He had a
counselor Farro, who defiled himself with a like vileness. And it was said that when food, or a
gift, or anything whatever was brought to the king, he was wont to say that: it was enough for
him and his Farro. And at this thing the Franks were in a great rage. And so it happened that
Clovis gave golden armlets and belts, but all only made to resemble gold-for it was bronze gilded
so as to deceive-these he gave to Ragnachar’s leudes to be invited to attack him.”
[55] The giving of wheat to the lord, who in return for military service provided wealth or booty,
was a common economic implement throughout Merovingian Gaul. What each estate was to
provide to the fisc in a form of taxation was known later on as the polyptychs. See
https://www.le.ac.uk/hi/polyptyques/neuillay/site.html for examples. The providing of “grain

support” to the ruler(s), who in turn defended the folk on the land is an ancient custom since
before the written word.
[56] To this day, the above custom is continued in modern form.
[57] A common theme in PIE mythology is the turning of sibling against sibling. Often times this
is brother against brother, but father against son is also prevalent. Romulus and Remus are a
candidate for the former, Hildebrand and Hadubrand an example of the latter. This mytheme is
ubiquitous in all PIE daughter cultures.
[58] Here depicting that Mannô is rich and of great fame, with an insatiable ambition.
[59] Here depicting that Tîwiskô has grown to be soft, well fed and without the battle-fame
Mannô has acquired. This relationship, being unsustainable could see Mannô usurp Tîwiskô in a
nod to dynastic successions through civil unrest. See Merovingian succession to Western Rome
and in turn, Carolingian succession to the Merovingians.
[60] Greed and avarice are universally deplored in Germanic sources, where a lord does not
redistribute the wealth they acquire. An example of this can be found in the myth of Fafnir.
[61] In Frankish territory the giving of coins at waterways, swamps and wells was a common
votive practice. Here, Mannô is demonstrating the common process of giving votive offerings to
holy beings capable of determining his wyrd. For more on votive offerings in Merovingian Gaul,
see Christianiation and the afterlife of pagan open-air cult sites. Evidence from the northern
Frankish frontier, Bert Groenewoudt 2016 (Belgium).
[62] Weland or Galan was a well-known figure in early Germanic mythology. He also figured
prominently in the later Frankish courtly romances as a smith who crafted swords of mythical
and divine stature (Durendal, etc.). In the romance Fierabras d’Alixandre, Galan is said to have
two brothers, Munifican and Hanisar. For an extensive overview of Galan in the Frankish
romances, see WAYLAND THE SMITH. A DISSERTATION ON A TRADITION OF THE
MIDDLE AGES : WITH THE ISLANDIC, ANGLO-SAXON, ENGLISH, GERMAN, AND
ROMANS-FRENCH TEXTS RELATING TO IT., G. B. Depping and Francisque Michel 1847
(UK)
[63]

[64] As was common in that age, the debasement of currency caused significant upheaval in the
relationship between lord and retainer. For more on the numismatics of the post-Roman West
see Gold Coinage and Its Use in the Post-Roman West, Speculum, Vol. 89, No. 2 (APRIL 2014),
pp. 273-306, Roy Naismith (Chicago)
[65] See endnote 54.
[66] Divine twins are a reoccurring mytheme in PIE daughter religions, such as Castor and
Pollux, the Alcis, etc. In these myths it is also common that while twins, one is viewed as divine
and the other as being mortal. This episode highlights that the father ( or brother)-son (brother)
relationship of Tîwiskô and Mannô begins to take on a similar aspect, where Tîwiskô remains
divine and Mannô is cast from Heaven.
[67] Again, Hildebrand and Hadubrand.
[68] A common theme in Germanic heroic poetry and historic narrative is that of the sorrowful
king. This is alluded to in the History of the Franks, where Clovis is said to be mournful that he
has no relatives left. However, this is on account that he engaged in a campaign of fratricide in
his pursuit of unifying and consolidating his power.
[69] Ovid indicates that Janus is watcher over the universe, that on account of his doubled form,
he can watch the gods and the world of man. Here Tîwiskô is viewed similarly as the watcher of
the shrines and the realms beyond.
[70] See endnote 34 on the Idis-field. Here the Idis-field or Idistaviso is used as a poetic device
for the battle field.
[71] Given that Tîwiskô is not depicted as being physically doubled, as is Janus, his divinity (and
perhaps etymology) suffice to explain his ability to stand at that threshold and view what is
before and after him.
[72] Tîwiskô lays down his ambitions, realizing that he is worn. In time a mound will form above
him (the mound he walks out of), setting the example for future grave mounds. The red-earth is
that of the battle field.
[73] The death-staff is the rod ascribed to near-all ancient primal god. See endnote 47.

[74] Here the rod of Tîwiskô becomes the pillar of Irmin. In PIE mythology the passing on of
roles, positions and magical tools or weapons to future generations is common. Thor’s hammer
is passed on to Magni and Mothi, etc. This episode also mirrors the Calendar of 354 where
within the month of Janus there is a festival to the cult of Jove Stator. Jove Stator is viewed as
being cognatic with Irmin (Jupiter Columns, etc.) Jupiter Stator or “the stayer” was believed to
cause the Romans to stand their ground in the face of unsurmountable odds and turn impending
defeat into victory.
[75] The further development of Irmin will be treated under another month.
[76] Alluding to Jupiter’s scepter – or – Irmin’s piller as an axis mundi.
[77] As a pillar of sacrifices, it receives the blood of victims. Thus, Tîwiskô’s war staff which took
the lives of his enemies, now receives the sacrifices made by the people to the gods.
[78] Here the role of the Idis is developed from that of the Matronae, Valkyries, Disir and
Carmenae.

Horningmânôth
Magusanôfîron:
The celebration of the elder-youth, god of the cattle-raid and pastoral care. Classically compared to
Hercules, it would not be inappropriate to conflate some of those practices with him. In the Roman month
of Februarius, a circus festival was carried out at the beginning of the month, and the emphasis on physical
feats, hunts, and games of competition parallels known foci of the cult of Magusanus. Evidence of the
Suovetauralia ritual at cult sites of Magusanus lends well to a framework of practice for the festival
(However this rite is generally held later in the year, but was held as required to purify land as well). During
Magusanôfîron, it is appropriate for the Hêmahêto to hold games of skill and strategy (Such as Ludus
latrunculorum, archery competitions, or even chess) in keeping with the circenses theme, as well as
engage in physical tests of any kind. Much feasting is expected, with the Hêmahêto holding wirdskapon
to the diety, consisting of beef (The favored object of Magusanus’ cult) or other pastoral animals and the
telling of noble deeds of both the family and the god. If the Hêmahêto wishes to maintain the
suovetauralia framework for the celebration, a three-fold sacrifice of Sheep, Bull and Pig should be
conducted accompanied by cakes. The framework is as follows:
•

•

•
•

•

The three beasts (Or meat as such is not practical or expected of modern practice) are trained
around the boundaries of the land to be blessed and a prayer similar to that used by the romans
should be repeated: “That with the good help of the gods success may crown our work, I bid thee,
Manius (or Magusanus in this case) , to take care to purify my farm, my land, my ground with this
suovetaurilia, in whatever part thou thinkest best for them to be driven or carried around.” (From
Cato the elders “On agriculture”)
Following this a longer bid to the god is performed before the sacrifice, again which Cato writes
out in its entirety but I will not repeat here, it is easy to find on the internet. Topics include wishing
for grace and benevolence from the god, health and fecundity to the family and land, and
purification of the land and family.
At the moment of sacrifice itself another brief prayer is spoken: “To this intent deign to accept
the offering of these victims” (again from Cato)
At this point Divination was conducted (Classically Haruspicy but other forms will most certainly
be required in this modern time) and good omens were sought following the sacrifice. Additionally
it should be noted that the Romans required the sacrifice to be performed multiple times again
with bids of sorrow and requests for forgiveness for not satisfying the god should the good omens
not be obtained.
And finally a feast!

Note: There is some evidence to suggest that festivals related to Hercules were conducted primarily
by men and sometimes at the exclusion of women as recorded by Macrobius. Generally a
complimentary festival was held, according to most, to the Bona Dea that coincided close to or
shortly following the ones for Hercules. Whether this is required or not has mythic connotations in
the Roman tradition but no evidence suggests that this was the case among the Batavians. However
the close association with Haeva (A mysterious female goddess, or wife of Magusanus) does not

rule this possibility out with her festival occurring the same month and having an ancestral and
familial orient.

Forthirotîd and Haevanaht:
The second festival of the mânôth, this time for the wife of Magusanus. A known protector of families and
youths, her cult parallels quite directly to the practice of Parentalia, a domestic Roman festival in honor
of the ancestors and the family. Generally this festival was a multiday affair, lasting about 9 days long.
Offerings of flowers (specifically violets), wheat or grains, and bread/wine are given to the Forthiro so that
the dead may be at peace and for their continued guidance and goodwill. Given the domestic nature of
the festival the lady of the house should certainly take a prominent role in the ritual and should act as the
families intercessor to the dead. The final day of the celebration, a much older and more archaic ritual,
concluded with many offerings of propitiation to the dead in the hopes that they enact no ill will towards
the family. Prayers and offerings should be, where all possible, at the tombs and graves of the dead and
should not be taken lightly by the Hêmahêto. In keeping with the lawless nature of the cycle, official
business was restricted during the festival and should be kept as a sacred time, devoted as best as possible
to the comforts of the beloved dead, as is obviously possible within the confines of our secular modern
world. On the final day, offerings to Haeva should be paramount, of a similar fashion, in the hopes that
the dead do not rise and haunt the family. Ovid records some obscure practices on this night, but in
essence, an effort is made to curb the influence of malevolent dead. The dead of the family should be
offered to as well, and the reaffirmation of love and affection for them should be bid to them.

Wargbiskirmerfôl:
Commemorating the active conflict with disorder, this purification festival played a major role in ancient
life, especially in ancient Rome, and very likely in the lives of pastoral people across the Indo-European
sphere. Wolfs, as spirits of chaos, disorder, and violent anti-human nature, are seen as major enemies in
the lives of pastoral pre-urban peoples and the festival of Lupercalia, predating the existence of Rome as
an urban center, was undertaken to ward against the Wolves as the etymology of Lupercus (The god
purportedly honored during the festival) suggests. The pre-urban Franks likely had a similar festival, at
this annual time, for the same purposes as the pastorals of Italy. Here a theoretical companion of
Magusanus, Intarabus, or even a hypostasis of him, is beseeched for protection from the outer, the
Wargbiskirmere (He who protects from the Wolf). The banishment of these evil forces serve a two-fold
purpose of protection and fertility. The festival begins with the offering of Goats, fecund animals of the
field, and the participant is ritually marked with the blood from the sword. Immediately afterwards milk
soaked wool (a hugely purificatory combination) is used to wipe off the godly blood life force of the
sacrifice. A feast of the sacrifice followed during which the meat of the sacrifice and wine were consumed,
a sacred time during which a communion with the god is achieved. Following this, a rowdy procession is
held through the civitas, hêm or whatever is being warded, during which the participant performs bawdy
songs of the misdeeds of others, calls against evil and ritual striking of land, crops, and women with the
skin of the sacrificed goats for purificatory and fertility boons. These acts serve the purposes of shaming
those who’s actions have been inline with the wolves and demarcating that which is the inner from the
outer, allowing those who have stepped out to suffer for their transgression and be purified to reenter in

the inneryard as well as the striking of the Warg spirits from the bodies of farmland, and women to reconsecrate them to the inner for the purpose of fecundity and productivity. This purificatory and almostpenitential time suggest that misdeeds abounded prior and maybe even during and as such is a lawless
event at which some semblance of order is restored for the rest of the year, albeit in a lower state than
the Thingsôtîd that comes later which establishes, annually the holy law of the inneryard.

Thingsôtîd:
This festival commemorates the ordering of the law and peoples. Celebrating the establishment of law at
the end of the cycle, this festival brings an end to the lawlessness of the previous celebrations with a
careful restructuring from the previous raiding and land stealing. The assembled Thing presided by the
gods reigned in the destruction and chaos unleashed by Magusanus and his foes, bringing order to the
land. Rome had a similar festival present this time of year during the Quirinalia and Terminalia holy days
that occurred at the end of the month. Frank’s no doubt had a similar celebration at this time, but with
the emphasis on law and societal structuring. Frankish Deities such as Wisowast and Thincsus are
appropriate subjects for the holiday depending on personal cultus, and their presence both at the Thing.
Thingsôtîd is an auspicious time to conclude legal affairs or initiate into contracts, coincidental with
offerings and prayers to the gods of law. The Hêmahêto is advised to demarcate their land boundaries
with stones and decorated statues of the gods of law, particularly the spear wielder Wisowast (As the
romans did with Quirinius) and provide offerings of honeycomb, Spelt grain, wine, corn, and lamb or pig
in the hopes of civil and legal fortune with subsequent divination seeking the same. Particular attention
should be paid to the law, and readings of the holy laws of the Franks are wonderful choices during this
time.

Martofîron
The celebration of the God of Justified Warfare.
At this festival we offer to the God Thingsô, who is parallel to the Roman Mars, and attested at
Hadrian’s Wall as Mars Thincsus. The festivals of Mars in their conventional Roman setting are
“caps” on the beginning and end of the agricultural season, and here also we begin the spring
with our dedication to Thingsô, who may choose to bless the freshly tilled fields with abundant
fertility. In parallel to the Roman celebrations in March, it may be appropriate to begin
Lentinmônath with a celebration of martial power, recognizing the one who holds the sword is the
dispenser of order and justice. If you have ceremonial weapons, armor, and shields, now would
be the time to display them, and to perhaps take to maintain them ritually. For the matter of
feasting and offerings, meat to be served shall be beef, as the bull is the animal which marks the
masculine power of rulership and law, or at the very least, cakes of spelt with wine, asking Thingsô
(or the provincial Mars) to intercede in your life in both matters of law and harvest for the better.
Note: The identification of Mars with Thingsô is based on epigraphic evidence at Housteads, RIB
1593: “To the god Mars Thincsus and the two Alaisiagae, Beda and Fimmilena, and to the Divinity
of the Emperor the Germans, being tribesmen of Twenthe, willingly and deservedly fulfilled their
vow”. This is extended to RIB 1594, due to the dedication by the Twenthe tribesmen: “To the god
Mars and the two Alaisiagae and to the Divinity of the Emperor the Germans being tribesmen of
Twenthe of the cuneus of Frisians of Vercovicium, styled Severus Alexander's, willingly and
deservedly fulfilled their vow.” from the same location.
The practitioner will note that the Martofîron, which is the celebration of Mars/Thingsô follows the
end of the Thingsôtîd, which honours the role of Thingsô and/or Wisowast (Wisogastus) for the
gods role in establishing law, justice and order. Here, it is the martial aspect of Thingsô which is
appealed to as matters of warfare came from the assembly. These overlaps and seemingly
multifaceted celebrations under a same god/dess were exceedingly common in ancient societies
were the plurality of cultus overlapped in all aspects of civic life.
Nehalenaht
The celebration of She Who is at the Sea.
At this festival we offer to Nehalennia, here identified with the Isis of the Suebi. She is the protector
of traders and travelers, especially those bound by boat, and at this time we celebrate the
beginning of the trading season. It is Nehalennia who protects the travelers, and she follows
friends like a faithful hound. A more elaborate celebration among a group may involve the prop of
a boat on which sacrifices are loaded, but for the common worship within one’s own hearth, the
sacrifice of apples and rounded loaves would be appropriate as would be inferred by her
iconography.
Note: The sanctuary of Nehalennia was situated in Ganuenta (now Colijnsplaat) which was
located in the Scheldt estuary. A number of other cult sites and statuary have been discovered in

the Rhineland, such as in Cologne. Her iconography indicates that she was particularly relevant
to seafaring, trading, prosperity and death – represented by a ship, baskets, apples and dogs.
Welandsfol
The celebration of the Smith of the Gods.
At this festival we offer to Weland, the divine smith, parallel to the roman Mamuralia. Now is a
time to be merry, and to ask for blessings on one’s crafts, especially if one is a smith. With a touch
of the Mamuralia celebrations of Rome and bit of Weland’s story, in which he is wrongly tormented
and gains his revenge, a celebration may be carried out by men wearing skins from some animal
and dancing and making merry and then hanging the skins up to be beaten like drum, just as
Weland was abused despite his kindly nature. Similar celebrations across Europe have also been
centered on some “wild man” figures. More tame celebrations can be as simple as lighting a
candle at the start of the day or building a bonfire. Offerings to be thrown into the fire include fish,
strong alcohol, and morsels of meat.
Note: In TFA the holy personage known as Weland is reconstructed from the later courtly
romances which describe the smith Galans. Not much is known of Galans other than the swords
he crafted, where he crafted them and to whom the service was rendered. It is helpful to look at
continental sources, such as Þiðreks saga af Bern which place Weland in a “Low German” cultural
milieu. From there, the elements of Weland’s myth can be seen to reflect aspects of the Mamuralia
as reported by Lydus.
Frîhalsthing
The Celebration of the God of Freedom.
Here we celebrate Frîhals, God of Freedom. Now is the celebration of freedom hard won. In earlier
days, liberty and status came from great hardship. Now is a time to remember the hard battles
and to rest in self-sufficiency. A sacrifice may be made on this day, consisting of baked bread and
drink. One may choose to honor the spirit of those who they see as bringers of freedom, either in
a militant or political sense, or some cult of status. In remembrance of the previous years’
campaign and in preparation for that of the year to come, a horn may be ritually prepared and
sounded.
Note: Historically the Franks fought in numerous campaigns for (and against) Rome, with
freedom at the height of their concern. This is repeated ad nauseum in the sources, where the
Franks notoriously set up their own rule or fought to oppose Roman taxation. Frîhals, in TFA is
indicative of that eternal struggle and, in the spirit of the Philocalian Fasti, the Tubilustrium
festivities can bring added reverence to such ancient ideals.

Sigfrîafîron (Celebration of Sîgfrîa):
Overview:
The Celebration of Sîgfrîa is based upon various sources of Frankish import which indicate a cult
of a “Victory Lady” held in the spring of the year. Sîgfrîa is here used to describe a confluence of
female deities who held high status amongst the people, such as Minerva, Veleda, Frîagabis,
Victoria as well as the semi-mythic (or mythologised) Frankish queens Basina, Chlotilda and
Brunhilda. Each of these sources indicate that the Franks – whether their earlier constituting
peoples or later reflexes – held the feminine as being divinely auspicious in matters of warfare.

Rational:
The Chronography of 354 places the dies natalis of Minerva on the XII APRILIS (21st March).
Minerva was known to have a number of cult centres in Germania, such as Cologne. St. Eligius
and Gregory of Tours recount tales and admonitions whereby the population were participating
in ancient cult practices related to “ Neptune, Orcus, Diana and Minerva” and “Jupiter, Mercury,
Minerva and Venus” respectively. Minerva, among the Romans was understood to have power
over a great many matters, warfare being one chief among them.
Among the Batavians, the divinity of Veleda – the divine priestly seeress – was said to have been
instrumental in the decisions of warfare. During the Batavian revolt of 69-70 BCE under Gaius
Julius Civilis, she correctly predicted the success of his party over that of the weakened
Romanized Germanic legions he was affronting. Her praise was told long after her death by
Tacitus cementing her place as an important semi-divine figure to a people who would soon be
absorbed into the Frankish polity.
Frîagabis (along with Boudihillia), known as the Alaisiagae (all-victorious) at Housesteads near
Hadrian’s Wall, are believed to be goddesses specifically linked to victory in warfare. Housesteads
was a Roman outpost which was occupied by a number of Germanic peoples, including groups
with some relation to those constituting the later Franks. Frîagabis’ name may translate to “She
who grants (victory)”.
The cult of Victoria had been an important one under the rule of Augustus. Since the capture of
the Altar in 272 BCE by Rome, it had been placed in the Roman Curia. This Altar to Victory was an
important focal point to the exertion of Roman administration over the Empire. Bishop Ambrose
of Milan fought to remove it – eventually being successful – however many notable pagan and
empathetic Roman notables fought diligently to ensure it remained. Some of these supporters of
the Altar were known Frankish generals, such as Bauto and Arbogast. It would seem that the Altar

and power of Victoria was an important display of Romanitas which the Frankish generals – as
well as other Roman notables – wished to preserve.
The role of these goddesses to the early Franks may be echoed in some key fabulae recounted
by later Christian Gallo-Frankish Chronographers. A few key examples are Basina (wife of
Childeric), Chlotilda (wife of Clovis) and Brunhilda (wife of Sigebert and Merovech II). In each
case, they appear to predict the outcome of battles or through their efforts, determine the
outcome.
Basina interprets Childeric’s nightly visions (on the night of the conception of Clovis) of the line
of his descendants – although this is told in hindsight by later chronographers – how the
generations to come will degrade from lions, unicorns and leopards into wolves and bears,
followed by lesser beasts such as dogs in the third succession. As the chronographer relates,
these things came to fruition as she had described, that is that the victories of the earlier
generation would give way to successive internal Merovingian calamity. Bloody wars would be
fought with fratricidal purpose in the hopes of gaining the whole of the land under one ruler.
Such are many dogs unto one bone.
Chlotilda is credited by Gregory of Tours with the conversion of Clovis to Catholicism. In his
struggles against the Alamanni, it is said that he called out to the Christ of his wife’s belief that
he may be granted victory. Much to his surprise, he won the battle and it is said that he attributed
this victory to her god. This is not much different from the prediction of Veleda, but here with
the advent of the Christian god as an intermediary between the prophesizing prowess of the
Queen and her divine ability to determine that victory.
Brunhilda of Austrasia, who is accepted by most scholars as the source material for the mythic
Brynhild, is depicted in a scene by Gregory as having donned armor “like a man” (a clear echo of
Minerva) and plead to Ursio and Bertefred to cease their violence towards Lupus. The pair went
on in their verbal assault – threatening to trample her with their horses, but in the end “the
queen's determination that they should not fight prevailed.” Although, in the end they did break
into Lupus’ residence and steal his belongings for their own treasury – circumventing that of the
fisc. But as with all things related by Gregory, Ursio and Bertefred soon meet disaster.
The worship of Sîgfrîa, celebrated on the new moon of Ôstermânôth (Ôster’s moon) marks the
final major petitions to the Gods for the campaigning season which began with the celebration
of Tîwiskô. The ships have been made ready, the weapons have been refurnished and the war
plans have been finalized under the preceding moon. The Ôstermânôth is that point in the year
where the societal roles of warfare (and civic administration), trading and agriculture begin to
diverge until they are realigned in the fall of the year.

Practice:
Offerings made to Sîgfrîa should be constituted of a worship meal “wirdskap” to be presented to
the goddess and shared with the family or community. The portions of the meal, consisting of a
domestic meat and other sides, should be dedicated to her before prepared. Along with the meal,
some red wine and coins, which are the custom are to accompany the principal offering. It is
encouraged to bid her for specific help in overcoming challenges placed upon the Hêmahêto and
Hîwîski by those who may wish them malice.

Duropalsnaht (Frankus and Vassus or Duropali’s Night)
Overview:
The Duropali are worshipped on the Duropalsnaht or “Night of the Duropali”, which precedes the
Ôsterafol and the arrival of the Eastern Goddess(s) into the world. Their name is derived from a
comparative relationship between the name of the “door-post” in the Salic Law known as De
Chrenecruda, that is the “duropal” to other Proto-Indo-European deities that play a similar role.
The import of the word has been described by Hendrik Kern as a composition of duro (door) and
pâl (stake or post). These door-posts may very well refer to the twin horse-head gables found on
ancient Saxon houses.
The sacral nature of the door-post is believed in TFA to be related to older PIE religious beliefs
tied to the gated threshold. In Spartan mythology, we have the Dioscuri who were represented
by the dókana or a gateway composed of two posts and a crossbeam. This construct was used in
the performance of military cultic functions. In Rome, the Dioscuri were adopted into the rank of
the gods as Castor and Pollux and fulfilled much of those same functions. The TFA Duropalsnaht
adopts a reflex of these Greco-Roman gods, bolstering their place among the divine through the
known Germanic worship of divine twins such as the Alcis of the Naharvali people as well as
through their well attested reflections in PIE religion. Frankus and Vassus are depicted in Aethici
philosophi Scythae cosmographia as having gone to war with Romulus, who had slaughtered his
own grandfather Numitor, and in defeat they fled Troy. Fleeing the twice-wasted Troy, they
invaded Rhetia and arrived into Germania. There, settling on the banks of the Maeotian Swamps
they founded the city of Sicambria for their people.
The etymology of Frankus and Vassus may lead to an understanding that the duality implied by
their names is one of noble and subject. As the Lex Salica’s wergild laws seem to imply, the Frank
and the Roman were not of equal worth. Here, Frankus (Lat. francus “free, noble, brave”) can be
understood as the progenitor of the Franks, while Vassus (Lat. vassallus “servant, retainer”) as
being that of the Gallo-Romans of Gaul, also known in that source as Walaleodi (the other
people).

Rational:
The celebration known as Duropalsnaht takes place on the moon before the full of Ôstermânôth.
This timing places it in a rational position to the Roman dies natalis of Castor and Pollux, which
according to TFA reckoning, ushers in the Ôsterfol and with it Ôstera from the east. At this time
of the year, there is an important renewal to be had with the world and the Duropali help in
establishing sanctity at the threshold of the home, but also equally to the human realm.

Practice:
The worship of Frankus and Vassus (the Duropali) should take place at either the threshold of the
principle entry to one’s residence or else the threshold of the property (driveway). Here – facing
the entrance - the Duropali are offered to. They are given healthy portions of cakes or sweet
breads. Pledges to the sanctity of the threshold may be made by the Hêmahêto, that such a limit
will be respected as holy and that holy words and promises may be made at that place and
witnessed by the gods. As the Hîwiski (household), Hêm (residence and land thereon) and sacred
shrines are the sanctuaries of the divine – big or small and to each their own order – when one
departs the home, much as did Frankus and Vassus, one enters a strange land which can be
fraught with uncertainty and danger.

Ôsterafol (Ôstera’s Full)
Overview:
Ôstera is a goddess who – from literary evidence – would have been known to the Franks (or
various subsets thereof) as she is the namesake of the month said to have been called
Ôstermânôth (April) by Charlemagne as related in the Vita Karoli Magni. Likewise, we have
epigraphic evidence throughout the Rhineland which indicates a strong supra-regional cult to the
“Eastern mothers” or the Matronae Austriahenae with up to 150 votive monuments to their
name. The relation between Ôstera and the Austriahenae is a thin linguistic one, however it is a
relationship which harkens back to the eldest PIE goddesses associated – if not in name, then in
function – to the “dawn”. These, to name a few, are: Vedic Ushas (Dawn), Lithuanian Aušrinė
(Morning Star), Greek Eos (Dawn), Roman Aurora (Dawn) and the Japanese Ama-no-Uzume
(Shinto goddess “Dawn”). It is posited that all these forms can be worked back to a PIE dawn
goddess reconstructed as Hausos.

Rational:
Ôsterafol is held on the full moon of Ôstermânôth and is reflective of the Megalesia festival as
per the Chronography of 354. In the Roman fasti, Magna Mater (Cybele among the Greeks and
Phrygians) was celebrated for her potency in the renewal of the world as well as offering
protection over the people in times of war. Magna Mater or Cybele was known to have arrived
from the east and in her arrival, she was believed to have repelled foreign invaders and also to
have regenerated the unbridled natural world. Based on the understanding of Ovid, the ancient
Phrygian origins of her cult put her at some odds with the tamed, cultivated lands. Likewise
according to Ovid, Cybele was goddess among the Trojans and, when the time came for Aeneas
to flee Troy for Latium, she remained in that ruined place until Rome had attained her height and
the prophesies called for her transport from Mount Ida to Ausonia (poetic for Rome).
In ancient Die, Drôme, France – which was under the same episcopal influence as Vienne and
Arles – there was up to the 3rd century an important cult centre to Cybele. In the 5th century,
while the Burgundians were under Merovingian siege, Mamertus in Vienne – according to the
Liber Historiae Francorum – had instituted the 3 day fast and litany of the Rogations. The
Rogation Days traditions are principally meant to bring the blessings of God unto the prosperity
of the people, such as through the benediction of fields.
It is recounted in the LHF that wild beasts such as bears, wolves and deer were attacking and
devouring the people within the gates. There were also earthquakes and the royal palace was
claimed by divine fire. If one compares this to the recounting of Ovid in his Fasti, Cybele was of
the wild mountains of Ida. When the Ausonians came to cliam here for Rome, the ruler of Phrygia,
Attalus, was only moved to let her go when the earth began to quake. Thus, the goddess travelled
from the east to the west. From Troy to Rome. Likewise, she travelled from Rome to Gaul. Soon
after the institution of Rogation Days by Mamertus, the custom of prayer, fasting, litanies and
procession were taken up in the whole of the kingdom. In 511 at the counsel of Orleans, this
custom was encoded in the Church liturgical year. There is evidence that the Rogation Days were
meant to combat the still very active cult practices around the ancient Roman Robigalia and
related seasonal celebrations.
We have records from France from the 16th to modern times where processions were made
during Rogation Days to various outdoor statues of the Virgin Mary to offer prayers and incense.
All along the procession route, incense and chanting were thought to bring prosperity to the
fields they passed. It has been remarked by folklorists in the French countryside that these rites
are so similar to those of the Arval Brothers that it is as though they passed little changed into
Catholicism.

Practice:
Ôstera, for the modern Frank of the TFA persuasion, should be celebrated first outside at the
border of the eastern limit of one’s Hêm with a fist of coins. Here, as is described in Ovid, offerings
of coins are given unto the Eastern Goddess, recognized in TFA as Ôstera. Then, when this is
done an invitation is given unto Ôstera – who’s arrival is girded by the Duropali – to return with
the Hêmahêto. The Hêmahêto then collects reeds or grasses from the border and processes it
home as a holy embodiment of the goddess. The ceremony continues at the threshold of the
house. Here, the Duropali are thanked and offered wine to as the door remains open and the
Hêmahêto and bundle of herbs – turned idol – enter. The bundle is placed upon the holy mantle
and incense are lit as well as cream being offered to her. This cream and herbs will be utilised
over the coming Ôsterentîd.

Ôsterentîd (Tide of the Ôsteren)
Overview:
Ôsterentîd is the transition from the arrival of Ôstera from the mountainous eastern wilds, where
wild beasts and untamed herbs grow about the frontier to the ordered settlement of agrarian
life. That is the transition from the Megalesian influence to the Cerealian. We know from Ovid
that the vessel of Cybele’s arrival to Rome was moored to an oaken stump along the Tiber. From
Ovid we are also told that Ceres is responsible for the flourishing of fruit and nut trees, such as
the acorns which grow upon the oak. It is said that Ceres is responsible for the taming of beasts
to the field and the peaceful prosperity of the farm. The cults of Ceres, Magna Mater and Cybele
were deeply intertwined by the Late Republican era and so it is very difficult to pinpoint, if at all,
where one begins and the other ends.

Rational:
For the purposes of TFA, here we see the singular and supreme Ôstera give way to her daughters
the Ôsteren (derived from the Matronae Austriahenae). These Austriahenae or Eastern Mothers
are interpreted in TFA as “smaller” local Ôsteren who attend to the particular functions of an
farm or estate’s prosperity. This prosperity is seen as the land’s ability to produce cereal crops
and beneficial herbs. St. Eligius admonished the 7th century pagans of Belgium for manufacturing
vetulas or “images of old women” from remnant sheaves of that year’s harvest. These vetulas
may be related to the corn dolly traditions of Europe and as such, are understood as
representative of the divine providence of the Ôsteren. Over 150 votive altars bearing the name

of the Matronae Austriahenae have been uncovered near Morken-Harff (Germany), which attest
to their import to Gallo-Frankish citizens. It is known from records of the Flamen Cerialis that
“helper gods” or “smaller” gods tied to the auspices of Ceres were called upon to assist in the
sacral devotions. It seems more fitting to the purpose of TFA that these helper gods be recognized
as helper goddesses who – as the male Roman versions – assist in: plowing, preparing the earth,
furrowing, planting, digging, weeding, reaping, carrying (the grain), harrowing, storing and
distributing grain. However, here the providence of the Ôsteren is given over the field, the
orchards, the gardens, vineyards and all other places under the tending and care of domestic
provision (as opposed to foraging and hunting). It is also important to remark that here we see a
sharp(er) distinction being drawn between the martial affairs of Frankish society and those of the
agricultural realm.

Practice:
The Ôsterentîd of the Ôsteren commences on the moon following the Ôsterafol and lasts until
the sliver of the new moon of Winnemânôth. At this time the bundle of herbs collected the
evening prior – having been taken under the auspice of that moon – are processed outdoors unto
every corner of the land and its boundaries. Furthermore, it is taken to the places where growth
is expected such as the garden, fields, fruit trees or vines. Here the prowess of the Ôsteren is to
be petitioned through a fitting bid. The bundle is then brought back into the home, where it is
again placed upon the holy mantle. Incense and fresh cream is added to the offerings of the
previous night. This is then followed with a meal of cooked pork, where the fat is collected and
also placed in the offering dish.
On the final evening of the Ôsterentîd, the bundle, cream and fat – which have surely begun to
turn – are brought outside in procession to the garden, field, fruit trees or vines. A tuft of sod is
overturned, and the bundle, cream and fat are then sown into the earth. Again, the bid to the
Ôsteren is made and the tuft is replaced. It is believed that from that place the Ôsteren will grow
– that is regenerate – and travel the Hêm (perhaps as far as the Civitas as a whole), bringing
renewed growth and prosperity where that land is in need of it. After the harvest of the fruits of
the Ôsteren’s providence, a measure of those fruit is to be returned at that place at the Hêm’s
edge where Ôstera was first received.

Giblômonfîron (Celebration of Blossoming)
Overview:
The TFA celebration of Giblômonfîron is held in honour of the blossom and is held sacred to the blooming
of spring flowers and to the goddess responsible for the act. Amongst the Greeks, in ancient days, they
knew her as Chloris, that is the “Verdant (goddess)”. The cult of Chloris was brought to Rome where she
became known as Flora. According to Ovid, Chloris – who married the deified Westwind Zephyrus – was
identical to Flora. It would seem that the cult was adopted by the Romans on a 1:1 basis. Although there
is no direct evidence of a worship of Flora or Chloris among the Franks, we know from later sources that
there existed many folk traditions in former Frankish territory where May Day celebrations took a variety
of forms. These celebrations in Belgium oftentimes involved young women eager to wed and the
displaying of decorated maypoles and “mayfronds”, decorated with ribbons, upon the household door.
These folk traditions, in all their forms, harken back to a diverse intimate relationship between people and
the magic of springtime. In keeping with the tradition of adopting floral goddesses, such as the Greek
Chloris being taken in by the Romans as Floria, we too can adopt Bluothiuwa (the Bloom-maiden) into a
modern Frankish framework. If one wishes to translate and advance a Frankish form of Chloris, Zephyrus
and their son Karpos (fruit, harvest), then Bluothiuwa, Westrôni (Westerly) and their son Aran (harvest)
should prove provident. It is important also to recall Ovid who states that Chloris, by way of a divine flower
which grew by the Styx made Saturnia (Hera) pregnant with Ares – without the assistance of Jupiter. In
this same way, we can view Bluothiuwa as having assisted in the birth of Mars. For the modern Frank, this
Mars would be reflected in Mars Halamardus or Helimerthus.

Rational:
Given the multiple accounts of 19th century rural Belgian May Day celebrations revolving around blooms,
it is inconceivable that the Franks – in whole or in part – did not recognize a goddess related to spring
blooming. It was reported by Otto Reinsberg-Duringsfeld in his Calendrier Belge enumerated these
examples to name but a few:
In Brabant, it was the custom to plant a “meiboom” in front of the statues of the Virgin Mary, crossroads,
public squares and the homes of those we wished to honour. These maypoles were decorated with floral
crowns, ribbons, colourful flags and little notes with verses related to the occasion.
In Limbourg, a mayfrond, also decorated in a similar way as stated above, was hung on the door of a young
woman who displayed impeccable virtue. Whereas those who were not so chaste received a bouquet of
parsley.
In Spa, young people would show their feelings to (or through) the “mei” by ascribing notes or love letters
which appealed to different feelings of affection or disdain depending on the species of tree used for the
May Pole or frond. As with this translation demonstrates: “Oaken May, I love you; Walnut May I adore
you; Boxwood May, I hate you.”
In Ath, verdant branches were hung on the doors of young maids thought to be virtuous.

In Ypres a meiboom is planted in front of the door of those who have been married since the 15 th of April.
Those who were given a meiboom were obligated to hold a garden party ball for the community in the
summer.
In Bruges, a meiboom is planted before the door of new neighbours who have moved into the
neighbourhood to welcome them.
There are many more regional examples of May Day traditions showing a relation between maidens and
greenery or flowers, but they are far too numerous to state here. Also, it is important to remember that
what is important to retain from these folk customs is that they were held at the beginning of May, they
consisted of decorated (flowering or budding) tree branches and they involved young women. There are
some obvious modern issues with physically displaying projected ideals of chastity or virtue on young
women for all to see in our day and age. For the modern Frank, the hanging of mayfronds or the erecting
of May Poles will be in recognition of the strength and beauty of the flourishing of spring and not to the
public moralizing of women.

Practice:
For the modern Frank, on the evening of Giblômonfîron, a branch of some budding tree will be snipped in
reverence and hung on the door to the home – or – planted into the earth in front of the door. This
mayfrond or May Pole will then be decorated with flowers, ribbons or other similar fancy trimming. To
this, attach wishful words or prayers to Bluothiuwa. These wishes and fancy trimmings will blow in the
winds of Westrôni and usher the coming of young Aran in the Aranmânôth (Harvest month, August). The
pole or frond should be generously libated and remain up until Helimerthônaht.

Helimerthônaht (Helimerthus’ Night)
Overview:
The celebration of Helimerthônaht (Helimerthus’ Night) is based on the etymology of (Mars) Halamardus,
the cult of Mars Ultor in Rome and the role of Chloris (Flora, TFA Bluothiuwa) in his conception. Mars
Halamardus is evinced from two Roman votive altars from the 1st century BCE. It is believed, based upon
the name of the legion Valeria Victrix and the dedicant Titus Domitius Vindex, that the legion was largely
composed of Batavians. The Batavians were absorbed, in whole or in part, by the early Frankish
confederacy by the 3-4th century CE.
Helimerthus’s name may translate to “He who conceals heroes upon death”, as OFrk *helit, “hero, man”
from PGmc *haliþaz “hero”, is believed to be from PIE *kalet “hero”. The second theme is believed to
come from OFrk *-morth, “murder, concealment of a killing” from PGmc *murþą “death, killing, murder”.
The PGmc form itself from the PIE *mr̥tós, meaning “dead, mortal”. In TFA, the name and context for the
god is given to mean that the god selected the heros on the battlefield and removed them from the
common fighters. In this way, as when nobles who died in the fray were removed by their peers to prevent
them from looting and being devoured by the beasts of the field, he invites them to an honoured place in
death.
A great example of stealing away the corpse of a fallen hero, is that of the death of Theodoric II. Theodoric,
who fought at the Battle of the Catalaunian Fields, fell in battle – either thrown from his horse, trampled

by his own men or killed by Andag – and his body was lost. His son and supporters searched long and hard
for their king, eventually finding him and bearing him away in while singing heroic songs. In TFA, this is an
example of the work held sacred to Helimerthus.

Rational:
In the Chronography of 354, the games of Mars (in honour of the temple of Mars Ultor) is situated on AD
VII PRIDIE IDUS MAIUS (9th of May in that year). The celebration of the establishment of the temple of
Mars Ultor (the avenger) commenced in 2 BCE. The temple was used in part to house the lost aquilae
recovered from the their loss at the Teutoberg Forest. These recovered standards, one from the Marsi,
one from the Bructeri and another from the Chauci were placed in the temple to Mars Ultor. The Marsi,
Chauci and Bructeri were all joined to the Frankish confederacy in time, becoming Roman foederati in the
process. Recognizing the place of the Franks within the Empire, Mars avenged the loss of the standards –
which were regarded as genii – concealing them. Here the functional similarities between Mars Ultor and
Mars Halamardus can be understood as recovering and holding the heroes in a place of honour.
The celebrating of Helimerthus coincides with the siege of Aurelianum (modern Orléans) – stated as to
have been “before June” – by the Huns in the prelude to the Battle of the Catalaunian Fields. The Roman
alliance arrived in Aurelianum by mid June to counter the siege and the war officially broke out thereafter
in Châlons.
Regarding the role of Bluothiuwa (Flora, Chloris), in TFA Jove is understood to be on a spectrum of deity
with Irmin and Thonar (Jupiter, IOM – Irmin – Thonar). Following the words of Ovid on the birth of Ares
(Mars), it can be said that Helimerthus was born of the influence of Bluothiuwa upon the consort of Irmin.
The consort of Irmin, following a similar logic would be Haeva (shared with Magusanus, how or why
remains to be seen) who can be viewed as cognate to Juno. Haeva, in this scheme, would have gotten
pregnant from touching a mayfrond/May Pole provided by the Bloom-Maiden.

Practice:
On Helimerthônaht, the Hêmahêto takes down the mayfrond/May Pole from the door (or removes the
May Pole from before the door). This mayfrond is brought to a secluded place on the property and either
burned, buried or sunk (removed from the mundane) where words of mourning are expressed. Once this
act is completed in all reverence, an offering of red wine, cream, spices and coins are offered there. It is
believed that from this place Helimerthus is “born” and can recover the heroes who have fallen.

Merkursfol (Merkur’s Full)
Overview:
The cult of Mercury in the territory of Merovingian Gaul was widely distributed. It appears that the cult
took on the absorption of many local Gaulish and Germanic deities. There are a good number of historic
source, beyond epigraphic evidence, which speak to the importance of Mercury (whether Roman Mercury
proper or of an indigenous syncretic form) to tribes located in the Germania Superior & Inferior, Gallia
Belgica:

Germania (Tacitus) IX – “Mercury is the deity whom they chiefly worship, and on certain days they deem
it right to sacrifice to him even with human victims. Hercules and Mars they appease with more lawful
offerings.”
De Bello Gallico (Julius Caesar) – Book VI -17 “They worship as their divinity, Mercury in particular, and
have many images of him, and regard him as the inventor of all arts, they consider him the guide of their
journeys and marches, and believe him to have great influence over the acquisition of gain and mercantile
transactions.”
Decem Libri Historiarum (Gregory of Tours) Book II – 29 “He had a first-born son by queen Clotilda, and as
his wife wished to consecrate him in baptism, she tried unceasingly to persuade her husband, saying: "The
gods you worship are nothing, and they will be unable to help themselves or any one else. For they are
graven out of stone or wood or some metal. And the names you have given them are names of men and
not of gods, as Saturn, who is declared to have fled in fear of being banished from his kingdom by his son;
as Jove himself, the foul perpetrator of all shameful crimes, committing incest with men, mocking at his
kinswomen, not able to refrain from intercourse with his own sister as she herself says: Jovisque et soror
et conjunx. What could Mars or Mercury do? They are endowed rather with the magic arts than with the
power of the divine name. But he ought rather to be worshipped who created by his word heaven and
earth, the sea and all that in them is out of a state of nothingness, who made the sun shine, and adorned
the heavens with stars, who filled the waters with creeping things, the earth with living things and the air
with creatures that fly, at whose nod the earth is decked with growing crops, the trees with fruit, the vines
with grapes, by whose hand mankind was created, by whose generosity all that creation serves and helps
man whom he created as his own." But though the queen said this the spirit of the king was by no means
moved to belief, and he said: "It was at the command of our gods that all things were created and came
forth, and it is plain that your God has no power and, what is more, he is proven not to belong to the family
of the gods."”
One of the most prolific Mercuries attested in Germania Superior was Mercurius Cimbrianus (Mercury of
the Cimbri) with seven dedications. There are three of these identified upon a Roman religious complexe
near Heidelberg dating to the 2-3rd century CE. Although we have no literary sources speaking directly to
the Cimbrian Mercury, we do have word on a particular ritual which was performed by Cimbrian
priestesses:
Georaphica (Strabo) 7.2.3. “Their wives, who would accompany them on their expeditions, were attended
by priestesses who were seers; these were grey-haired, clad in white, with flaxen cloaks fastened on with
clasps, girt with girdles of bronze, and bare-footed; now sword in hand these priestesses would meet with
the prisoners of war throughout the camp, and having first crowned them with wreaths would lead them
to a brazen vessel of about twenty amphorae; and they had a raised platform which the priestess would
mount, and then, bending over the kettle, would cut the throat of each prisoner after he had been lifted
up; and from the blood that poured forth into the vessel some of the priestesses would draw a prophecy,
while still others would split open the body and from an inspection of the entrails would utter a prophecy
of victory for their own people; and during the battles they would beat on the hides that were stretched
over the wicker-bodies of the wagons and in this way produce an unearthly noise.”
It is believed that a portion of the Cimbri settled in the Odenwald, however this has not been proven.
There is a theory that the Odenwald is named after Odin (Wuodan), which is now largely refuted by
linguists. A more reliable interpretation of the origins of the name Odenwald comes from the mention of

Odanwald by Einhard, which seems to imply that it was a hunting fiefdom (odal). That said, given the
mentioning of the Odenwald (many communities lay claim to the “historic” site) as the place of Sigfried’s
death – either on a hunting trip or a campaign – by Hagen, we know that the area was particularly
important to the development of folklore and myth.
As for the relation of the Cimbri to the Franks, which admittedly is based solely on ancient reports and
ethnographies, is long and contrived. However, according to Julius Caesar, the Cimbri settled in Atuatuca
in an ancient past. The Atuatuci were said by Julius to have been a Germanic tribe emanating from North
Sea coast who settled in amongst Belgian neighbours. Here it is posited that they partially assimilated to
the Eburones, who were defeated in the Gallic wars. These Eburones may have fell under the rule of the
Tungri. Other smaller polities such as the Chatti, Sicambir, Cugerni likewise lived in close proximity and
may have shared a number of social mores. In time all these groups organized – in various successions –
to the later Franks (under the Salians or Ripurians). It is important to remember that the “Franks” were
not an organized tribal unit, but rather an administrative distinction for a larger “loosely related”
confederation of retainers under a later Merovingian nobility. All these tribal constituents were variously
labeled as “Germans” or “Gauls” – sometimes the same group being identified with each – with heavy
Roman influence. For this reason, the Franks are “Romano-Gallo-Germanics” by the 5th century.
It has been the opinion of some academics that the German Mercury was – through interpretatio romana
– the god Wuodan. This is largely based on the Germanic use of Wednesday (Woden’s Day) for the Latin
(and later Romance) Dies Mercurius (Mercury’s Day). Although it is largely impossible to know for sure
whether this was a universal belief based upon this interpretation alone, within a polytheistic framework,
there is no reason why this could not (or cannot) be possible.

Rational:
There is no reason to assume that the Franks would have worshiped a unified “Frankish Mercury”, where
there were so many votive inscriptions within Frankish territory ascribed and syncretized to various
indigenous deities. The modern Frank may therefore select any “Mercury” (found within the territory) to
incorporate within the framework of their cultus.
That said, in TFA, Mercurius Cimbrianus can be understood as “the Merkur of the ancient tribe (lands)”.
Cimbri is believed to come from the PIE *ḱóymos (“village, home”), the same source of the PGmc *haimaz
(home). By the 2nd and 3rd century, to which the votive inscriptions are said be be, the Cimbri would have
been as mythic to their dedicators as we are to the founding fathers if not more. A vague idea of the
Cimbrians may have been known, but perhaps in long lost heroic lays.
Therefore, for TFA, Merkur (or Wuodan if one is so inclined) is to be understood as an ancient god who
was wide reaching are greatly renowned. If the religious custom of described of the Cimbri priestesses
above can be any indication of the cultus to Merkur (recognizing there may be great hyperbole involved),
it would seem that – similar to Wuodan – Merkur had prophetic abilities and accepted the enemy’s
victims. There is some belief among scholars that the Gundestrup cauldron was one such cauldrons within
which the blood of victims was collected for augury.

Practice:
Ancient Merkur is celebrated on the full moon of Winnemânôth. On this night, in TFA, it is believed that
Merkur – as the Ur-augur – will grant the ability to the Hêmahêto to divine the fate of the Hêm (or Civitas
by a Gravio) from a victim. Unless one has the means and the human talents to perform ritual animal
slaughter, the means of augury can be one which was often employed in the Belgian countryside in the
last few centuries. Here, in many cases, young women would make a crown made of nine kinds of wild
flowers and the crown would be tossed into a tree. The number of times it hit a branch was the number
of years until she would marry. In another, three kinds of flowers are chosen, one white, another red. The
maiden is blindfolded, and she points to a flower, if it is a white flower she will see her love by next week
(even if he was dead it was claimed). In another flowers thrown into a well could predict events to come.
Thus, the Hêmahêto uses a crown of wild flowers (such as the Cimbrian crown) to similarly predict future
events (not only future spouses). This crown can be sacrificed with wine and coins to a local stream or a
tub of wine or water. The movements of the crown can determine the events to come.

Alagevantîd (All-Giver’s Tide)
Overview:
The Alagevantîd is a TFA celebration dedicated to Rosmerta and similar attested goddesses of prosperity
found in the territory of Merovingian Gaul, namely the Matronis Alagabius (inscription from Bürgel,
Solingen, West Germany) and the Matronis Gabiabus (inscription from Rövenich near Euskirkchen,
Germany). In the latter two examples these goddesses reflect a giving nature through the nature of their
names deriving from PGmc gebaną “to give”. As for Rosmerta, her name is thought to derive from the
Gaulish ro-smert-a “Great-Providing (feminin)”. The cult of Rosmerta was exceedingly prolific and found
in great concentration in the ancient Frankish kingdoms of Austrasia (primarily Thuringia), Neustria,
Burgundy. In the age where these inscriptions were dedicated, they appeared in the Roman provinces of
Gallia Belgica and Germania Superior. Furthermore, the goddesses Abundantia and Annona are
understood as being related to the same function as Rosmerta and the various “Giving Mothers”, thus the
Alagevantîd is set to coincide with the celebration of Annona on the Chronography of 354.

Rational:
In the Chronography of 354, the dies natalis of Annona is situated on AD XV PRIDIE IUNIUS (18th of May in
that year) and follows shortly after the Ludi Mercuri. The iconography of Annona, Abundantia and
Rosmerta all share the cornucopia as a symbol of their bounty. Annona for her part had been depicted
with a ship’s prow, whereas Rosmerta is shown from time to time sporting a patera or a coin purse. The
wide field of interpretation leaves open the possibility of the modern Frank to understand her to have
power over the abundance of grain crops, the lucre of trade as well as the wine stores in her association
with Mercury. When building upon the role of the cornucopia itself, there is a tie-in to the river through
the narrative that the cornucopia was a horn of Achelous – a god who presided over all waters. If we are
to interpret the myth of the Quinotaur as being a vestige of a legitimate ancient Frankish god, then it
would not be improbably that this horn had belonged to that same god-beast.

It has been theorized that Abundantia is the same figure or figures described by William of Auvergne, the
bishop of Paris in 1249, known as Domina Abundia. This same figure may be the Dame Habonde depicted
in the Roman de la Rose. These divine beings were said to enter the houses on a certain night when
offerings were left for them. They would eat and drink from the offerings and, if pleased, would bring
fertility and prosperity.

Practice:
On the Alagevantîd, the Hêmahêto leaves offerings upon the household altar consisting of honey and
grain. Likwise, one should place a cornucopia filled with abundant wild flowers and a small dish with coins.
If one has children, this is a perfect opportunity to bring them into the celebration by trading out the coins
and replacing them with chocolate coins – while they sleep – as a sign of a returned prosperity or some
similar approach so that they may witness and understand do ut des in action.

Gundfanofîron (Celebration of the Banner (or Flag)):
Overview:
The celebration of Gundfanofîron is based on the cult of the military standard as well as the traditional
customs relating to the offering of roses and beans on the Kalends of June. The theme of flowers and
standards/banners/flags among the Franks has been a subject of debate since the 15th century, especially
where the topic of “toads becoming fleurs-de-lis” on Clovis’ banner. This legend, the Legend of Joyenval,
although a product of the medieval renaissance (13th – 17th century CE), deserves a place in modern
Frankish heathenry – not as a symbol of conversion – but as a symbol of resilience and the rise of the
commoner to nobility. Here we find the toad (earlier a crescent), which was a onetime symbol in the
legend as a stand in for the paganism of the Frankish kings prior to Clovis’ conversion. The tradition of the
military banner (Roman vexillum) continued on under Frankish leaders in the form of the gonfalon (OFrk
*gundfano from PGmc *gunthifanô, that is “battle flag”).
Military banners have had a divine import in literary works and use since the Oriflamme (aka Romaine or
Montjoie) of St-Denis came into use under Louis VI (early 12th century CE). Previous to the banner of StDenis it was the banner of St-Martin which was the standard which flew on the Frankish field ca. 7th
century CE. It was said to have been the same substance as the cappa Sancti Martini (Martin’s holy cape).
Prior to the adoration of these banners, the Frankish tribes serving in the Roman auxiliary would have had
knowledge (or even participated in) of the cultus given to the genius of their signa. Such was the case for
the centuria stationed in 3rd century CE Mainz.
The Kalends of June was held sacred to Dea Carna and roses as well as beans were held sacred to her. It
has been posited that the devotion to her in relation to the Rosalia was a means to pull together the
vegetative cult and that of the dead. Carna who’s name is derived from the Latin carô (flesh, meat or
body) is derived from the PIE *(s)ker- (to cut). In TFA Carna is reflexed in a deification of the PGmc *skarô
(a portion, share or division, troop or band). In OFrk her name would be *skara or for our purpose Skara
– the genius of the troop OR division of the whole band.
Among the Germanic peoples there was a belief – as evinced by mythos – that Wuodan (Odin) had
enemies dedicated to him by way of a thrown spear over their numbers. With regards to the
gundfano/gonfalon, it would appear that the original object of worship would have been a spear, which
was decorated with a flag, eventually the flag/banner/standard becoming the principle object of worship.
In the Legend of Joyenval, in the oldest Latin versions, it is stated that Clovis was at that time principally a
worshipper of the cults of Jove and Mercury. Although this may be a literary trope, there is the possibility
of an earlier reading of the sites of Montjoie and Montmartre being derived from Mons Jovi and Mons
Martis in the vicinity of Paris and the cult sites of Oriflamme and the cappa Sancti Martini.

Rational:
The Gundfânofîron is to be a celebration of past victories, upcoming victories as well as the holy power of
the war-flag/banner/standard to see things victories come to be. It is understood in TFA that this
celebration is modeled on the Late Roman interpretation of the Rosaliae signorum, where the banner is
showered with roses, which in turn are a memorial to the dead. These are the honoured dead who have
sacrificed themselves through their eternal struggle in the world for the prosperity of future generations.

The deity honoured may be various iterations of Jove, Mercury or Mars, however, in particular the numen
of the banner itself which is represented by the TFA goddess Skara. Her name comes to us from the ancient
Frankish words which denote to “share, cut or divide”. In the sense of OFrk *skâro we understand her to
be of the “troop, band, division or detachment”. The Gundfâno – war-flag – was a physical manifestation
of that division of troops under one command.

Practice:
On the night of the first glimpse of the new moon, the Hêmahêto raises their standard (banner or flag).
This may be a specially fashioned standard for the Hêm, the Hîwiski or that of their Civitas. Some may wish
to raise the flag of their secular state in honour of the victorious dead. This standard is then laden with
fresh roses or petals, anointed with fragrant holy oil (or incense) and then beans are offered to them and
holy Skara. It is hoped that by receiving their measure of beans, as in the case of the Roman lemures. It
was believed that the lemures were wandering vengeful spirits who did not receive proper cultus to be
satisfied in their death. In TFA, the Skarenungas (those descended from the troops) are the divine powers
of the warring dead who are bound to the banner through their service. Thus, if using a newly fashioned
Gundfâno for your Hêm, then you are offering to the Skarenungas of your land or family. If offering to the
secular flag of one’s nation, then it is to the Skarenungas of the entire nation who fought and are bound
to that flag.

Hîwanaht: Hiwa’s Night
Overview:
In TFA the celebration of Hîwanaht is in honour of Hîwa who is understood as being cognatic to the Roman
Vesta or the Greek Hestia. Hîwa - who is not attested as a goddess in Frankish sources - can be constructed
from the OFrk *hîwa meaning “wife” and is from the same root as the OFrk *hîwiski or
“household/family/relations”. Hîwa in turn is cognatic to the Latin cîvis meaning “citizen/society” and in
such a light Hîwa fulfills the same functional role for the modern Frank as that of Vesta. This role is
primarily to act as the keeper of the household weal. In Rome, Vesta was considered to be an “earth
goddess” who tended the celestial flames from her own being (according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus).
In this role, we can take Hîwa to be the hearth fire of the early Frankish house (whether Grubenhaus or
Wohnstallhaus).
There is an interesting similarity between the stercoratio, a ritual in which the temple of Vesta was swept
of any filth – which was deposited in the Tiber – and the chrenecruda mentioned in the Salic Law. De
chrenecruda (Kern translating as “clean-riddance” or more literally “scraping the dust/crud”). This law was
a means by which a person unable to pay their fine for murder could transpose the debt to their next of
kin, paraphrased as such:
“If the culprit of a homicide can not pay the required fine, he must ask twelve people to testify that he does
not have enough property to pay. Then, in the presence of his family, he enters his house, takes earth, dust
or ashes from the four corners of the room, stands on the threshold of the house looking inwards. He will
throw this dust with his left hand over his shoulder onto the nearest relative. Afterwards, without a coat
and barefoot, holding a stick in his hand, he must leap over his hedge, the enclosure or the barrier of his
property to symbolize the transmission of debt.”

In the cult of Vesta, it was said that she was a goddess who held sacred the liminal spaces. As such,
according to various ancient texts and commentaries, brides would not step on a threshold for fear of bad
luck. In comparison with De Chrenecruda – where one must step upon the threshold and then after leap
the home’s hedge – it could be understood that the threshold of the house was sacred to an ancient
goddess of the home/hearth going back to time immemorial. We already know the threshold door-posts
to be sacred to the Duropali, here the limes itself would be to Hîwa.

Rational:
In TFA, the worship of Hîwa is modeled upon the Vestalia and De Chrenecruda. In the Chronography of
354 the Vestalia was held on the V IDUS IUNIUS (9th of June in that year), in a similar fashion we celebrate
Hîwa on the precipice of the coming of Summer. Fire festivals were (and still are) in many parts of modern
France, Belgium and Germany on St-John’s Eve. In French these are called Feux de la St-Jean (St-John’s
fires). Farmers would walk their livestock through the coals to ward off evil, young folk would jump over
the flames for a little extra luck and many songs were sung around the fires in frivolity. As a celebration,
the Hîwanaht should elicit a sense of renewal for the household. Spring has sprung and now the home is
ready to enter the busy season where traditionally labour in the field is set to increase. The tending of the
flocks by herdsmen also became more labour intensive, where grazing is more frequent, and younglings
are strong enough to get around pastures.

Practice:
For the modern Frank, Hîwanaht is a time for the family to come together and make offerings to the house
with a particular focus on sweeping the floors and ritually disposing of the dirt, spreading it on the four
corners of the Hêm. Offerings of incense should also be made inside to the four corners of the house with
words of praise in honour of Hîwa for keeping the household strong and satiated. Likewise, Saligast
(legendary Frankish lawgiver) may be honoured in the TFA belief that he represents the “law of the hall”
(OFrk *Sali “hall, household, dwelling”).

Antrustisfol: Antruste(hiae)’s Full
Overview:
The Antrustisfol is the celebration of the Antrustehiae (or Andrustehiae) who are attested from four votive
stones. Three of the inscriptions (Cologne, Godesberg and Bonn) address them as matronae, while the
fourth also from Cologne states they are matres. Based on one of the inscriptions beginning with a “C”,
the Matronae Candrustehiae, it is believed that these goddesses were worshiped by the Condrusi
(Newmann). As for Delmarre, he believes they come from the root *and-dru-st-ya- for a meaning of “The
Ones who Stand by the Big Tree”. Thirdly, it may be that their name means “Entrusted Ones” from the
same root as the title for a Frankish king’s retainer antrustio (entrusted or oathbound). Each of these
theories have merit and as such TFA recognizes a spectrum of meaning based on all three. Therefore, the
Matronae Antrustehiae can be understood as: “the Entrusted Mothers who Stand at the Base of the Big
Tree, Mothers of the Condrusi”. In such a way these three aspects can provide a fuller picture of their role
as tribal mothers, ancient mothers of fate as well as mothers who hold sacred the bonds of fealty.

Rational:

In TFA the celebration of the Antrustehiae coincides with the celebrations on the Chronography of 354
corresponding to the Natus Musarum. This day was dedicated to the Muses of ancient Greece as well as
to Hercules (Musagetes) Musarum (Hercules, Leader of the Muses) who had a temple near the Circus
Flaminius. There were nine muses known to the Greeks, who were: Calliope (epic poetry), Clio (history),
Euterpe (music or song), Erato (love poetry), Melpomene (tragedy), Polyhymnia (hymns), Terpsichore
(Dance), Thalia (Comedy), Urania (astronomy).
The Muses, who are derived from the concept of “memory” via the PIE root *men (to think) or the root
for mountain *men (to protrude, tower), may be related to the English “mind” and Sanskrit “mantra”. For
this reason, they may likewise be cognatic to the Germanic fylgja (follower) who are usually exemplified
as dream-women who bode a personal omen to the witness. They may also be specifically related to the
family of the person experiencing the encounter with the fylgja. A good example of this is in the Saga of
Gisli Súrssonar:
"I have two women who are with me in my dreams," he answers; "one is good to me, but the other tells
me naught but evil, and her tale is every day worse and worse, and she spaes me downright ruin. But what
I just dreamed was this: Methought I came to a house or hall, and into that hall I went, and there I saw
many of my friends and kinsfolk: they sat by fires and drank. There were. seven fires; some had burnt very
low, but some still burned as bright as bright could be. Then in came my better dream-wife, and said these
were tokens of my life, how much of it was still to come; and she counselled me so long as I lived to leave
all old unbeliefs and witchcraft, and to be good to the deaf and the halt, and the poor and the weak. "Bear
in mind," she said, "thou hast so many years yet to live as thou sawest fires alight." My dream was no
longer than that.”
For the modern Frank, this celebration should call to mind the Battle of the Catalaunian Fields and the
relationship between the Kuning and the Kuning’s Antrustiones. Here the Antrustehiae are to be viewed
as the ancestral goddesses of the tribes who look over those who engaged in that battle, not deciding the
outcome of the war, but rather leading the minds of the warriors in their decision making. Also, keeping
fast the bonds which unite the engaging unit.

Practice:
On the Antrustisfol offerings should be made to the Antrustehiae as the keepers of holy bonds between
those who swear them. Whereas the Duropali are reflective of the lord and the retainer, the Antrustehiae
are the keepers of the holy powers of that bond. In turn, said keepers of the bond are the holy mothers
which held the tribes in federation. The offerings made to the Antrustehiae should be made at a tree of
some import, emblematic of the ancient court (linden) trees (Gerichtslinde) where folkmoots were once
held. These offerings should be comprised of domestic meats, red wine and coins.

Hlôtîd:
Overview:
In TFA the celebration of Hlôtîd is constructed from the cult of Fors Fortuna – as reflected in the
Chronography of 354 – as well as later attestations of “lotdagen” (lot days) traditions among the modern
Belgians. Also, this being the midsummer’s tide, the celebration of Hlôtîd is centred around the sacred fire
and the many traditional festivities which took place at that time. One such tradition which is recorded in
a number of towns and cities of Belgium, the bollenspeel (ball game or boules) was particularly popular.
On St-John’s Eve (or the Eve of St-Peter), large bonfires were lit with much joy and celebration. The next
day, rival factions of men and women would participate in a tournament of boules – the winner being
crowned king or queen over the other.
The tradition of the lotdagen consisted of the belief that certain days of the year (specifically feast days
of the saints) held the power to foretell the successes and failures of the coming season. For example, it
was believed that on St-John’s day extra precautions had to be taken to fend off ill-luck. It is equally
possible that the intention was not so much to ward off ill-luck, but to increase one’s luck to overcome
crop loss, military failure or other calamity. These precautions consisted of jumping over a bonfire,
slaughtering a red rooster and keeping the head to ward off lightning and glow worms were collected to
bring luck. There are many other examples of local Belgian traditions, each no doubt with deep roots.
Lotdagen (lot days) are thus significant days of the year where the threads of fate can be tugged.
Midsummer or St-John’s (along with St-Peter’s) was believed to be the highest of these lot days where
the folk would try their best to please “lady Fortune”.
In Roman myth Fortuna’s father was said to be Jupiter. Both of them were oftentimes represented with
the “orb of sovereignty” (orbis terrarum). This orb, which later became the globus cruciger (orb topped
with a crucifix) came to represent not only imperial dominion, but rather Christian imperial dominion. In
this way the orb, in its oldest form, represented the “world” in the hand of the sovereign. This would have
been a powerful image for the Franks to witness in the iconography of the Empire. For this reason – and
to emulate the power of Constantine post-conversion – the orb, in the form of the globus cruciger, became
an important piece of imperial regalia.
The game of boules, which dates perhaps to the 6th century BC (Greece), was a popular pastime for the
Romans. They brought their game of tossing stones nearest a target to Gaul via Provence, which in the
later Middle Ages came to be know variously as globurum. The Latin Globurum and the Frankish Bollô (ball
or bowl) are functionally cognatic and it is easy to see how the one came of the other.

Rational:
The Romans celebrated Fors Fortuna during the midsummer tide, this is when the various iterations of
the goddess known as “fortune”. The game of boules or Bollôn would have been a fun, if serious, means
of playing at fortune for the people at midsummer. This game likewise would have expressed the ideals
of power and sovereignty as reflected by the globurum. The lobbing of the Bollôn (boules) at a target,
both parties vying for success, having multiple boules of fate (chances) to prove a winsome disposition.
Functionally, Hlôtîd should resemble in some ways the frivolity of Hîwanaht. Both these celebrations hold
the summer fires in high regard, yet Hîwa’s hearth is emblematic of the sacred warmth within the home

and that of Hlôta is the sacred flame upon the land and in the community. The first is for the family, the
second for the coming together of families. In this way, Hîwa is held primus in the home and Hlôta primus
between homes.

Practice:
On the Hlôtîd, the Hêmohêto is encouraged to light a fire and in it burn freshly picked herbs. The fire may
be leaped in old-time fashion to promote fertility and fortune. Throughout the tide, it would be beneficial
to participate in competitive games of boules – by which ever rules one wishes to play. The winner of the
game or tournament will be sure to have lady Fortune on their side OR Frouwa Hlôta.

Grannôfîron (Celebration of Grannô):
Overview:
The Grannôfîron is the first celebration of the Houwimânôth in TFA. It is constructed from the Ludi
Apollinares which was identified on the Chronography of 354 at the 5th to the 13th day on the Kalends of
Julius. The Ludi Apollinares were established in honour of Apollo when Sulla was praetor in 212 BCE and
continued on thereafter on an annual basis. In Gaul, there were a number of votive inscriptions dedicated
to Apollo Grannus, typically near healing hot springs.
According to Cassius Dio, the emperor Caracalla sought divine assistance from Grannus to cure his malady.
In Roman Histories, Book 78:
“For publishing these facts many were treated with gross indignities. But to Antoninus no one even of the
gods gave any response that conduced to healing either his body or his mind, although he paid homage to
all the more prominent ones. This showed most clearly that they regarded, not his votive offerings or his
sacrifices, but only his purposes and his deeds. He received no help from Apollo Grannus, nor yet from
Aesculapius or Serapis, in spite of his many supplications and his unwearying persistence. For even while
abroad he sent to them prayers, sacrifices and votive offerings, and many couriers ran hither and thither
every day carrying something of this kind; and he also went to them himself, hoping to prevail by appearing
in person, and did all that devotees are wont to do; but he obtained nothing that contributed to health.”
The connection between Grannus and Apollo appears to have centred around the healing aspects of these
springs. One such centre of worship for Grannus (TFA Grannô) was at Aachen, the future seat of
Charlemagne and the Holy Roman Emperors. Aachen was renowned for its thermal hot springs which
were capitalized upon by Rome, drawing many such as Caracalla to its waters and the cult sites emanating
therefrom.
Another important center to the worship of Grannus was in Limoges. Here, in the 1st century, a votive
stone was raised which read: "The vergobretus Postumus son of Dumnorix gave from his own money the
Aqua Martia for the ten-night festival of Grannus". Other cult centres could be found in Rome, Bitburg,
Baumberg, Lauingen, Sarmizegetusa, Ennetach, Faimingen, Grand and Astorga. He was given various
consorts such as Diana, Sirona, Hygieia, Sol and the Nymphs.
The name Grannus seems to have developed from the Proto-Celtic *gwrenso- “heat”, which may stem
from a belief that the warm healing waters of the baths contained the healing properties of the Sun’s
heat. In this way he is both a deity tied to curative hot springs and a solar god.

Rationale:
In TFA, the Grannôfîron is understood to be a time for healing. Likewise, it can be viewed as a time for
growth. This growth can be one of a personal (or group) nature as well as reflective of the growing and
ripening fields. As with the Ludi Apollonaires and the festival of Grannus, the Grannôfîron is a tide-long
festival beginning on the new moon (first sliver) and lasts until the moon before the full, which is the
Mîmarônaht.

Grannô (Apollo Grannus in his TFA form), is understood to have agency over the heat of the Sun – and so
related to Sunna – and the effects of that warmth over all aspects of life. The ripening of the fields owe
their success to his prowess as well as the healing powers of sacred hot waters.
The consort of Grannô is Sirona (or Diana, here understood as equated). In a 2-3rd century CE votive
inscription discovered in Augsburg, she is identified as “Diana, holy Sirona” and coupled with Apollo
Grannus. In our interpretation she is understood to have agency over the healing qualities of “cold
springs”. She is also connected to the prowess of the moon and the coolness therefrom. In this way she is
related to Mânô. Whereas Grannô is responsible in part for the ripening field, Sirona in her role over
wilderness, is responsible in part for the success of wild beasts (game).

Practice:
On the Grannôfîron the Hêmahêto should go to a naturally occurring spring or well and make offerings of
coins. It would also be beneficial for the Hîwiskî to take the time to enjoy warm purifying baths in water
collected from such a holy spring (in whole or in part). As the duration of the celebration lasts an entire
tide, the principle offering being made on the first day, the following days should be reserved for activities
in honour of Grannô and Sirona which are thematic to the holiday.

Mîmarônaht (Remembrance Night):
Overview:
The Mîmarônnaht is the TFA celebration which memorializes the slaughter of the Franks taken captive by
the forces of Constantine I and fed to the beasts in his circus at Trier ca. 306 CE. Amongst the Franks were
their leaders, Askarîki and Mârogêr (Ascaric and Merogais) who were made an example of to send shock
and horror through the Frankish non-federated ranks. To commemorate the event, the Romans instituted
the Ludi Francici which set aside ten days of festivities. As quoted by Eumenius:
“Those of the Frankish prisoners whose perfidy unfitted them for military service, and their ferocity for
servitude, were given to the wild beasts as a show, and wearied the raging monsters by their magnitude”.
Luckily, the slaughter did not so decimate the numbers of the Franks that, they recouperated their
numbers and continued to press forward across the Rhine. Upon the death of Constantine I, during some
of the calamitous years of imperial usurpation, various pretenders – such as Magnenitus – sought the
support of these “barbarian hordes” to secure their claim. Likewise, let us remember that many of the top
tier magnates of the Roman military complex were Franks by birth such as Claudius Silvanus, Richomeres,
etc.
In the end, after the slaughter and the seeking of Frankish support, the Franks won as their right the
territories which they had so longed to legally occupy. The Franks crossed in vast numbers, taking Cologne
as their own, but were defeated temporarily by Julian. They recovered Batavia from Julian in 355 CE and
furthermore firmly entrenched themselves in Toxandria. In Toxandria, the Salians would not be desolated
or removed and from those lands the future Merovingians would come to prominence.
In 358 CE, Julian attempted to lay waste to the Salians of Toxandria, but he stopped short of their
decimation. They agreed to federate with Rome in exchange for this new land. From then on and by the
sacrificial blood spilled at Trier, they pushed forth and conquered Gaul in toto.

Rationale:
The celebration of Mîmarônaht is a means to connect the modern Frank with their mythic past. By
remembering and honouring those who died at Trier, the pursuant of Thia Frankisk Aldsido keeps clear in
their heart the knowledge that the Franks occupied (now via TFA occupy) the vernacular position between
the solitudes of Gallo-Germanics and Romanitas. It is in that and where the Frank was born and yet lives
on. In the slaughter at Trier, we find Franks who resisted the Roman yoke and paid the ultimate price only
to persevere and enter the Roman world on their own terms. This notion of different yet same is evoked
in the Franco-Trojan Cylce where Aeneas is portrayed as the ancestor of the Romans, whereas his brother
Antenor is recognized as the ancestor to the Franks. Both are not Roman mythic founders, they were
mythic Trojans. From that earliest and most noble stock both the Romans and the Franks (not generic
Germans) arose and ruled their respective lands and people. At times, the brothers warred against each
other, but in the end recognize their germane relationship. It is this struggle between the two solitudes
that at one time should offer strength and at others deep reflection. There is no other modern Heathen
tradition which explores and implores this inner dimension. Since the Franks came into their own, the
constant negotiation between Gallo-Germanicism and Romanitas – which consistently spurred growth
and prowess – was an unending pursuit. The same is now reflected in the negotiation between the
modern Franks’ lived modern experience and the interpreted values of the ancient Frank. Thus, the
current struggle is given honour in the remembrance of the slaughter of so man Franks at Trier.

Practice:
On the Mîmarônaht, the Hêmahêto should offer a memory drink to those ancient Franks slain at Trier.
Likewise, it would be beneficial to specifically exalt the names of Askarîki and Mârogêr (understood to
mean: Ash-King and Fame-Spear). Strong wine ought to be served to them and a measure shared out
amongst the present folk.

Inguofol (Inguo’s Full):
Overview:
The celebration of Inguofol is held on the full moon of Houwimânôth and is dedicated to the honour of
Inguo Famosus, otherwise known as Mâro-Ing (Famed Ing, from vulgate merohingi). The divinity of Inguo
is attested in the Tacitus’ Germania via the tribal name of the Ingaevones. Furthermore, Ing is evinced
throughout literary works from Scandinavia where the Ynglings are spoken of. Ing is identified at various
times with the Germanic god Freyr, also hyphenated as Yngvi-Frey. This celebration coincides with that
of the Neptunalia as recorded in the Chronography of 354. Following the ideas proposed by Eduardo
Fabbro, it is understood by TFA that the Franks – at least the Salians – worshipped a “Vanic” (term used
here extremely loosely) deity which resembled Freyr or Njord. This position is based on the archaeological
findings of Childeric I’s grave, the use of “old time carts” (drawn by oxen) by the Merovingians as well as
the founding of the dynasty by the mythic Quinotaur beast (known as a “beast of Neptune”). It is
important to highlight that this position has been argued against by other academics such as A. C. Murray,
but in the end for the purposes of TFA and the pursuit of religion, Fabbro’s ideas will be held most
satisfying.

The preeminent theological foundation of TFA is that of the Kuning. The place of the Kuning is far to broad
to include in this summary, however a few remarks will be made. The Kuning can be best understood as
the divine numen of Frankish Kingship or the Kuningisheid (King’s-hood). There are many examples which
can be dawn upon to add substance to the concept, such as the rampant cult of the divine imperial house
which no doubt would have influenced the Frankish military commanders and their followers. The
instances of row graves in the Rhineland demonstrate that the physical grave of the king was a place of
importance to the common folk who wished to be buried in proximity to them. Amongst the Scandinavians
we have the tale of King Frodi who was believed to still be alive in his grave and so was still given tribute
and Halfdan the Black was quartered, each quarter being given a grave and cult site to prosperity. The list
goes on. Each of these instances demonstrate that there was a divine quality to the king which was
recognized as living beyond the mortal man.
In TFA, the Quinotaur and the rulers who were named after the themes of Mâro and Ing (Mârowîg,
Mârogêr, Ingomâr, etc.) are viewed as part of the same continuum of the divine Kuning. Following Fabbro
in his view that the Franks worshipped a deity of “Vanic” qualities, TFA interprets the Roman cognate of
such a deity with Neptune and Saturn. Based upon the interpretation of the Quinotaur as being a deity of
the sea or rivers as well as the agricultural aspects recognized in the bull. Gregory laments in a fable he
recounts where Chlotilde is quoted as saying to Clovis:
“(…) And the names you have given them are names of men and not of gods, as Saturn, who is declared to
have fled in fear of being banished from his kingdom by his son; as Jove himself, the foul perpetrator of all
shameful crimes, committing incest with men, mocking at his kinswomen, not able to refrain from
intercourse with his own sister as she herself says: Jovisque et soror et conjunx. What could Mars or
Mercury do?(…)”
Clovis replies: "It was at the command of our gods that all things were created and came forth, and it is
plain that your God has no power and, what is more, he is proven not to belong to the family of the gods."
This chastising took place at the baptism of their first born Ingomer. Their son died soon after his baptism
and Clovis blamed his death on the fact that the boy was not dedicated in the name of his gods, but rather
to the Christian god. It is believed in TFA that it is no mere accident that the child was named “Ingomer”
and that this fable was meant to highlight the “death” of the old gods for Clovis and his Franks. From that
point on, as pointed out by Fabbro, only women in the royal line are given the theonymic “Ing-”.
In the TFA Declaration of Reversion it is expressed that the hailago (hêl “charismatic prowess and
wholeness”) comes from our Heathen gods alone, specifically Inguo Famosus (Mâro-Ing) via the Kuning
and unto the Farbond: DR quote

Rationale:
As the Franks were known for living in marshlands, near rivers as well as being avid boatsmen, it would
stand to reason that they had a particular reverence for the moving water. This reverence would have
turned to worship for a people so dependant on these waterways. They also cultivated fertile lands which
benefitted from seasonal floods. Likewise, Saturn and Neptune (Poseidon as well) were recognized as not
only having aegis over the seas, but also over certain agricultural rights. Thirdly, Both were also interested
in the affairs of human warfare and due to this, when uniting all three of these functions: “Seafaring,

Fertility and Warfare” we find the essence of the Frankish concept of divine leadership and such a leader’s
principle concerns.
Saturn was believed to have been the origin of the sowing of the fields by Varro. His connection to manure
in the association to Sterculius, we find Saturn as the provenance of fertilizing the land. In Neptune we
find rights. Macrobius informs us that Neptune received the slaughter of a bull on the Neptunalia by those
who could afford it and that this sacrifice signals his concern for prosperity of the fields. Poseidon
supported the Greeks in their war with Troy, through various means. Poseidon also sends a white bull to
mate with Pasiphae, where she gives birth to the Minotaur. The interplay and fluidity shown between
Saturn and Neptune (or Cronos and Poseidon) is very similar to that same interplay between Vanic cults.

Practice:
During Neptunalia we are told that the people came together at the edge of waterways and built
temporary shelters of branches for shade and enjoyed their time with feasts and wine. For the celebration
of Inguofol – the full moon before the Mârentîd – the folk are to gather branches from along the principle
waterway nearest their Hêm and set them up in a reverent place on the Hêm so as to construct a small
shelter. This shelter will be used to house Wirkskap (sacrificial meal) comprised of seethed beef to be
shared with Mâro-Ing (Inguo Famosus).
The shelters or umbrae of the Romans – during Neptunalia – were believed to offer shade for the
enjoyment of the people much as we would now at the beach under a parasol. As the more affluent
Romans would sacrifice a bull and share it with their god Neptune under the umbrae, also known as a
tabernacle. For TFA, the import of the ritual is the welcoming of the Kuning’s company on the banks of
the river, inviting them to one’s Hêm and then hosting the Kuning under a temporary shelter. By having
Mâro-Ing grace one’s land, it is believed that in his campaigning, he will lead all of the Holy Ones (Hêlen)
in defending your household and benefitting the ripening of the fields. Whereas the Inguofol is the arrival
of the Kuning, the Mârentîd will host his famed achievements, ending on the last day of the Mârentîd with
his Gevol (tribute).

Mârentîd (Fame Tide):
Overview:
In TFA the Mârentîd commences on the moon after the Inguofol and lasts until the new moon of
Aranmânôth. The word Mârentîd is constructed from OFrk *mâren (to announce, make known, rumor or
fame) and “tide”. This is the same root found in many dithematic Merovingian names, such as Mârogêr
(Merogais), Mârowîg (Merovech), Thiadmâr (Theudemer), Ingomâr (Ingomer), etc. This naming
convention has led to the understanding in TFA that the principle desire of the Frankish rulers under the
Merovingians was the achievement of their word-fame and the spread of their deeds. As such, they are
found in many sources far from home, in Beowulf and Scandinavian works long after they had gone.
In the Chronography of 354, we find a period after the Ludi Neptunalia were two victories of Constantine
are celebrated: Victorias Sarmaticas and Victorias Marcomannas (Victory over the Sarmatians and
Marcomanni). The years between 306 CE and 315 CE were particularly taxing on the Franks. They met not

only with the great slaughter at Trier, but also many other defeats which diminished their numbers. This,
in TFA is memorialized in the Mîmarônaht where the sacrifices of Askarîki and Mârogêr usher in the
coming of Mâro-Ing and the rise of the Merovingians thereafter. Thus, instead of remembering the
victories of Constantine I over the Germans and Sarmatians, the Mârentîd celebrates the rise of the
Merovingians who come to dominate Gaul in one way or another from the mid-4th century until the rise
of the Carolingians in the mid 8th. The victories of the Franks over the span of 400 years is what is to be
celebrated, understanding that all would not have been possible without the great sacrifices and nor
would Mâro-Ing (Inguo Famosus, Quinotaur) have tipped the scales in their favour by intervening in
Mârowîg’s birth without it.

Rationale:
The Mârentîd is a special religious celebration which causes the modern Frank to cast an eye upon the
trials and tribulations which brought the Franks from the dark woods and marshlands of the Germanic
hinterland to the halls of power in Rome. This same sacral hindsight was taking place amongst Roman
rulers who equally peered back at the of the Empire and the establishment of the Divine House of
Augustus. Augustus did for Rome what the early Merovingian rulers did for their people, that is to coalesce
the powers into a central administration and to have that administration led by the divine ruler. As such,
all victories belonging to Rome where the victories of their emperor. The victories of the emperor likewise
were the victories of the first emperor and the divine intervention of the gods.
The Divine Augustus was believed to have come to his greatest achievements through the interventions
of Venus (ancestor of Caesar), Aeneas (ancestor of Augustus), Apollo, etc. It was Apollo who was believed
by Augustus himself to be most responsible for his success. It is thus no mere chance that the
Houwimânôth begins with the celebration of Grannô (Apollo Grannus), continues with the memory of the
slaughter of the Franks at Trier, the rise of Mâro-Ing (Inguo Famosus) and the pursuit of the fame of the
Merovingians thereafter. For this reason, Ing eventually succeeded Apollo.
The final day of the “Fame-Tide” or Mârentîd is devoted to the tribute due to the Kuning. This is a specific
observance by those Graviones of TFA and even more so by the Siniskalk. This important observance
known as the Gevol (giving of tribute) is prescribed in the charter of each Gravio, namely that by this date
they: travel the lands of their Civitas, give the mundibarium (charitable donation) and the munera in the
amount known to each.

Practice:
On the Mârentîd offerings should be made of wine, coins and incense (wîruok) within the Hêm. Above all
stories of the Merovingians should be recounted in the household. This is when the deeds of the elder
Franks should be sung the greatest. Images depicting famed scenes from this heroic past should also be
displayed in a reverent place so that all may gaze upon the manifestations there shown.
For the Graviones, Siniskalk and other Antrustiones of TFA, Wirdskapon is held again in honour of the
Kuning and the Gevol is offered in all reverence and humility. The date for the Gevol in 2019 is secularly
August 2nd.

Lôharsfîron (Celebration of Lôhar)
Overview:
The celebration of Lôhar is set for the beginning he Aranmânôth. It falls within the period of time which
culminated in the Calendar of 354 known as Lychnapsia. The Lychnapsia was a widespread festival of lights
throughout Greece and Rome. The Greek and Roman light festivals were held, it is conjectured, in honour
of Isis (also Osiris). However, light or lamp festivals were known to be an integral part to the Imperial Cult
and would feature the honouring of Saturn, Jupiter, Tutela, Aesculapius and Mercury. Likewise the cults
of the Lares, Genii and Penates were also shown reverence with oil lamps.
Lôhar is a god recognized by TFA as a Germanic manifestation of the “Holy light in the lea”. There are a
number of hilltop cult sites which have been uncovered in the Netherlands which feature prominent
offerings of metallic objects (pins, medallions and coins) where there was also significant of fulgurite
(lighting fused sand). There are also a number of modern places which are etymologically related to the
word “lea” (wooded clearing or grove) coupled with a descriptor denoting holiness. These are: Heiloo
(Heilig-lôh) meaning “Holy Wood” and Ermenlo (Irmin-lôh) for “Great Wood or Irmin’s Wood”.
The Gauls recognized the god Mars Loucetios in territory occupied by proto-Frankish tribes and later
Merovingian rulers. The etymology of Loucetios seems to relate it to ancient Gaulish words for “light” or
“lightning”. In the same way, the OFrk *lôhar is thought to have developed from the PGmc *Lauhaz
meaning “clearing, meadow”. *Lauhaz is in turn derived from the PIE *lówkos (clearing), which also gave
rise to the Latin lucus used to denote a sacred grove. There appears to be a semantic relation or conflation
between *lówkos and PIE *lewk (bright), where the former is descendant of the later. In any case, the
comparison or relation between “clearing/meadow” and “light/bright” is much older than philologists can
untangle. This presents an ancient affinity between “light” and “lea”.
If one takes the example of the Gaulish god Loucetios, we see the same ancient processes at play. For this
reason and given the location of the cult sites of Loucetios and old pagan open-air cult sites in the Low
Countries, a case can be made for Lôhar being a plausible contemporary Germanic appellation for
Loucetios or a deity which represents the divine light of the grove.

Rationale:
Lôhar is thought to be the divine representation of the divine light of the sacred grove. This light may be
a manifestation of the Sun or of lightning. Loucetios was often paired with Nemetona in Gaulish lands and
therefore, it is fitting for them to be interpreted as the union of “the divine light of the grove and the
sanctity of the grove itself”. This perfect union would be manifested in the fulgurite found at these ancient
holy sites, where the light and the grove met.
In relation to Lychnapsia, the Lôharsfîron would be a time to light the candles (or lamps) within the grove
so as to honour the numinous power of that place. Furthermore, in honour of those who cannot be in that
holy place, having long since passed on.

Practice:

To best honour Lôhar, the worshiper(s) should go to a natural lea and make offerings there of metallic
objects. These may be coins, pins or other tokens. Likewise, if the observance is to be maintained into the
evening, lamps or candles should be brought so as to continue the light of the grove until the end of the
celebration.

Nemetonaht (Nemetona’s Night)
Overview:
Nemetonaht is a TFA celebration which honours Nemetona who was understood to be the principal deity
of the Nemetes who lived throughout the middle Rhineland, principally in Civitas Nemetum. There were
votive inscriptions dedicated to here near Trier (Germany) as well as in Bath (England) and Eisenberg
(Germany). Nemetona, as well as the Nemetes are believed to be derived etymologically from the Celtic
root *nemeto- “sacred space”. This could refer to a sacred grove, a temple or some other holy enclosure.
The celebration of Nemetonaht is situated in the progression of the year near the date of the dies natalis
Diana as per the Chronography of 354. The reason for this is the relationship which can be inferred
between Nemetona and Diana related to success/victory and sacred groves. On a votive stone in
Eisenberg we find an inscription to Victoria Nemetona and Mars Loucetious which reads:
"In honour of the divine house, to Mars Loucetius and Victoria Nemetona, Marcus Aurelius Senillus Severus,
a protégé of the general, set up an urn with its lots and serving-dish in free, cheerful, and well-deserved
fulfilment of his vow on the tenth day before the Kalends of May in the consulship of Gratus and Seleucus.”
The identification with Victoria hints at her role in providing success to rulers. This same role is a feature
of Diana – while specifically linked to groves – when we consider the cult of Diana Nemorensis. Diana
Nemorensis (Diana of the Nemi or of the Grove) is recalled in the Hellenic myth of the rex Nemorensis. In
this myth, Diana is said to hold the grove and lake in Aricia as well as oversee the rule and succession of
the king.
As humans were known to have been sacrificed in sacred groves among the germans, it is not a stretch to
conclude that this may well have been the situation with Nemetona.

Rationale:
The Nemetonaht bookends the celebration of Lôhar. Here, the divine coupling of Lôhar and Nemetona
can be understood as being manifested in the holy light which bathes the grove. The lightning bolt which
strikes the fertile and well revered soil of the grove.
Although the principle observations of Victoria’s cult in Rome was in the month of April, special offerings
to her in recognition of victorious battles were made in August. This seems to denote a thanksgiving after
a summer’s campaign and would not have been out of place for the early Franks.
There may also be a connection with Diana Nemesis as found in Cologne. It would seem appropriate for
the goddess of the sacred grove to also be responsible for taking vengeance.

Practice:

The cultic observances of Nemetonaht should be performed in a grove, if desired the same grove where
the rites to Lôhar have been observed. Offerings made should be of dedicated meats and wine. Songs may
be sung as the trees are libated and the meal shared therewith.

Rînisfol (Rhine’s or River’s Full)
Overview:
The Rînisfol is a celebration in TFA based off of the Tiberinalia as evinced upon the Chronography of 354.
The Roman festival was a time to give worship to Father Tiber – known also as Tiberinus – (personification
of the Tiber river) and to renew the bonds between the citizens of Rome and that holy waterway. In the
Aeneid, Tiberinus aids Aeneas upon his arrival to Latium from fleeing Troy. He likewise brought assistance
to Romulus and Remus by handing them over to the she-wolf and married their mother Rhea Silvia.
In Frankish historiography we learn of the prominent role that navigable waterways play in their
narratives. The Rhine (along with the Meuse, Moselle, Ijssel, Scheldt, etc.) was an important trade route
for those wanting to make it out to sea or conversely inland.
There is evidence that the Rhine was deified or at the very least personified as Rhenus Pater (Father Rhine)
or Rhenus Bicornis (Two-Horned Rhine). Throughout the Rhine land, such as areas near Cologne, various
statuary and votive stones from the 3rd century have been found which depict his iconography and/or
dedications to his name. One such find reads:
RHENO PATRI OPPIVS SEVERVS LEG AVG
“Oppius Severus, representative of Augustus, made this for Father Rhine”
As the depictions of Rhenus Pater are found all throughout the Rhine delta, he may be viewed as a god
who rules over all rivers. In the area of Xanten, coins, statuary and weapons have been found over a
number of centuries indicating that cultus was offered to the river. In all regions where the Franks were
to be found, there were offerings to the rivers.

Rationale:
In TFA, Rîn Fader is believed to be the origin of all rivers and similar waterways. Similarly, to Tiberinus –
who saved and fostered the twins Romulus and Remus – Rîn Fader can be viewed as having led or assisted
Priam and Antenor to their new homeland along the Rhine. If we take into account the mythic cycle of
Windarmânôth, where Tîwiskô and Mannus are believed to have ventured from the East to the West and
likewise the Dûropali (Frankus and Vassus), then he could have played a similar role there as well.
For the modern Frank, most permanent settlements in Europe and North-America (and elsewhere) are
found along a navigable waterway, as such there is usually a river which is host to the current (or historic)
business of the community. Therefore, following the example of the ancients, such a river would be the
local equivalent of the Rhine. The etymology of the Rhine comes from Proto-Celtic (later Gaulish) *Rênos
which was not originally unique to the Rhine, but simply meant “to flow” and thus could be used for any
flowing water.

Practice:
The modern Frank should give worship to the nearest river to the Hêmahêto’s Hêm. Similar to the
Inguofol, where the worshiper invites the divinity of the Kuning (Mâro-Ing) unto their land from the
nearest river, the Rînisfol is to the honour of the Rîn Fader for having provided him safe passage to one’s
land. This is in keeping with the nature of the Tiberinalia and the assistance Tiberinus gave to the divine
roman twins.
As there is evidence of ritual human sacrifice to the Tiber and the Rhine, to Tiberinus 27 Argei (straw
dummies) and according to some sources, there was a Celtic tradition of dunking young children (of
suspect parentage) – if they floated, they were of presumed stock and if they sank, they were of
adulterous lineage and allowed to drown. War-spoils were also offered to rivers, such as in the case of the
Cimbri, Teutones, Ambrones, etc. who offered gold and silver to the river after the defeat of the Romans
near the Isere and Rhône. Horses and dogs have also been offered to rivers and whirlpools. The modern
Frank should therefore make offerings of one or more straw effigies as well as coins to the “Father of the
River”.

Arantîd (Harvest Tide)
Overview:
The Arantîd (Harvest Tide) of TFA is the period from the moon after the full until the following new moon.
This celebration coincides with the Vulcanalia and the dies natalis of Sol and Luna. Also, when harkening
back to Winnemânôth, we will recall the union between Bluothiuwa (“Bloom-maiden” as TFA
Chloris/Flora) and Westrôni (“Westerly wind” as TFA Zephyrus) which produced a young god Aran
(“Harvest” as TFA Karpos). In the Winnemânôth the mayfrond was generously decorated with wishes to
be carried by Westrôni to the gods, the frond then generously libated and on the Helimerthônaht
immolated to Helimerthus (Mars Halamardus). The young Aran – such as the Greek Karpos - then spent
the summer months hastening the ripening of the harvest.
The aspect of this tide which is to be most focused upon is that of the role of Sol and Luna. Firstly, it is
important to mention that, although the common notion is that the Romans viewed the Sun as masculine
and the Moon as feminine and the Germans the opposite, for the Franks either or would have been
possible depending on degree of Gallo-Roman influence. For the purposes of TFA, the Moon and the Sun
will be understood as having two aspects: the physical and the divine. Therefore, the physical Sun and
Moon are to be viewed as holy animistic forces and each having a divine “driver”. Therefore, the feminine
Luna drives the physical (masculine) Mâno and the masculine Sol drives the physical (feminine) Sunna.
Both equally deities, complimentary and holy. Where the Roman Sol and Luna are responsible for matters
of planting and harvest, Sunna and Mâno – following the Eddaic Vafthrudnismal, which may have been
influenced by biblical notions – “The round of heaven each day they (Sunna and Mâno) run, to tell the time
for men.”
The Sun and the Moon (Luna-Mâno, Sol-Sunna) were believed to have a hand in the affairs of the harvest.
It has been posited that the ancient Roman god Sol Indiges was invoked to assist in the production of
vegetation. Macrobius, much later, put forward the idea that Sol was one of the forms taken by Janus and
that Luna was his partner Jana. Therefore, they would be the first to receive offerings. The notion that Sol

and Luna were necessary for cultivation and harvest is echoed by Varro in his de rustica where he states:
“And second, Sol and Luna, whose courses are watched in all matters of planting and harvesting”.

Rationale:
The mythos of Sol and Luna, Sunna and Mâno, is scant. There were many theories put forward by ancient
Roman philosophers as to their nature and purpose, but not much beyond that. It would seem that they
were so ancient that they did not require elaborate myths to explain their role in the society of gods and
people and performed their very apparent duties – agricultural and temporal – plainly for all to see.
In the theological framework of TFA, it can be understood that, although Aran was the god responsible
for the ripening of the harvest, Sol and Luna ruled his holy work. Likewise, all works undertaken by people
were subject to the will of the Sun and the Moon as natural occurrences were influenced by them as well
as the turning of the year.
Sol and Luna also appear in iconography from the complex cult of Jupiter Dolichenus. Their appearance
there is very reminiscent of that of the tauroctonies dedicated to Mithras. It has been argued that they
represent minor aspects of the Dolichenian pantheon, only to highlight the course of heavenly bodies.
This may very well be the case. Whether one takes the position of Anna Collar that the Dolichenian cult
was more militaristic, or that of Spiedel as being equally appealing to the civilian, in the end it was
recognized that Sol and Luna formed an important part of the divine cosmology.

Practice:
In TFA, the Hêmahêto is encouraged to make solemn offerings to Sol and Luna (Sunna and Mâno) in the
form of libations and incense. Likewise, a measure of the harvested produce grown on one’s land or
purchased from a local market should be offered. A portion of the offered produce should be cooked and
left at a sanctified place near the garden to Aran for the dutiful fulfilment of his divine duty.

Wîngardofîron (Celebration of the vineyard)
Overview:
The Wîngardofîron is the TFA celebration of the vineyard and by extension the fruit of the vine, grapes
and wine. This celebration is modeled upon the Mammes Vindemia of the Chronography of 354 and, for
TFA, is a particular celebration in honour of Frîhals. You will note that Frîhals is celebrated at the
Frîhalsthing, in particular for his ability to win freedom for those struggling against undue bondage. Frîhals
(“free neck”) is largely modeled on the Roman Liber Pater and the earlier Frîhalsthing represents in part
a modern Frankish equivalent of the Liberalia. However, Liber Pater was also – according to Roman
reckoning – responsible for the transaction of goods, the diadem and triumphal processions. These three
attributes were assimilated from their Greek Bacchic elements. Given the relationship between Mercury
and Frîhals (Mercurius Friausius), these characteristics seem particularly fitting in the TFA context.
Returning to the vineyard, grapes and wine, it can be said that Frîhals was responsible for the giving of
wine to the people and thus for use in feasting and sacrifices.
As for the Mercurial elements of Frîhals, as relating to wine, it is not a stretch to observe Wuodanic
influences as well. The Liberalia, drawing much from the mystery cults of Dionysus and Bacchus, are said
to have inspired madness and ecstasy and perhaps a possession by the god himself. Bacchus was also
known to lead a troop of otherworldly creatures (Baccants) with his thyrsus or his staff topped with a
pinecone.

Rationale:
Vineyards were a common feature of Frankish estates and are well reflected in Salic law as well as later
formularies which deal with their sale. Wine was also an important Frankish staple where it was required
that Frankish lords provide a specific amount to their followers when the court travelled. The Franks also
highly prized their drinking vessels, such as the glass beaker and hanap. Horns were much more rare, but
glass horns have been found.
Gregory of Tours mentions that in Langres, one-time capital of the Lingones, produced an exceedingly fine
wine – called Falernian or “cultic wine” – that they disdained the wine of Ascalon or wine from the holy
lands. This may have been hyperbole, but the high quality of Gallic wines was noted by various
contemporary writers. There was a provision in the Frankish law and, recorded in the History of the Franks,
that a measure of wine would be collected from each estate in taxation. It was therefore beneficial to land
-owners to have a bountiful harvest to pay such taxes.
Another mention from Gregory, a fable of a snake in a wine jar is told:
“When Theodovald had grown up he married Vuldetrada. This Theodovald, they say, had a bad disposition
so that when he was angry with anyone whom he suspected of taking his property he would make up a
fable, saying: "A snake found a jar full of wine. He went in by its neck and greedily drained what was inside.
But being puffed out by the wine he could not go out by the opening by which he had entered. And the
owner of the wine came, and when the snake tried to get out but could not, he said to him: 'First vomit out
what you have swallowed and then you will be able to go free."' This fable made him greatly feared and
hated. Under him Buccelenus after bringing all Italy under the rule of the Franks was slain by Narses, and
Italy was taken by the emperor's party and there was no one to recover it later. In his time we saw grapes

grow on the tree we call saucum [elder-tree] without having any vine on it, and the blossoms of the same
trees, which as you know usually produce black reeds, yielded the seeds of grapes. At that time a star
coming from the opposite direction was seen to enter the disk of the fifth moon. I suppose these signs
announced the death of the king. He became very sick and could not move from the waist down. He
gradually grew worse and died in the seventh year of his reign, and king Clothar took his kingdom, taking
Vuldetrada his wife to his bed. But being rebuked by the bishops he left her, giving her to duke Garivald
and sending his son Chramnus to Clermont.”
This fable is not entirely unlike the thieving of the mead of poetry by Odin. In that tale, Bolverk (Odin)
drills into the mountain Hnitbjorg with an auger and turns into a snake to enter. There he takes three
draughts of the mead – in essence taking it all – and flies out of that place in the form of an eagle. Here,
the fable is a cautionary tale that one may be swollen with stolen things and unable to leave without being
caught. The purpose is not the same. However, the mythic tapestry is highly reminiscent.
As for the elder-tree producing berries which are grapes, this is one of the many signs given of the downfall
of Theodovald. Thus, one of many bad omens. However, there is a Bacchic element to this happening
which does not go unnoticed.

Practice:
For the celebration of Wîngardofîron, the Hêmahêto is encouraged to make offerings to grapevines. If the
Hêm has vines growing upon it, all the better. If it does not and there are wild varieties of vitis riparia
growing in the vicinity, then offerings should be made there. If there are no vines within the environ, then
making offerings to an icon depicting grapes would be appropriate. There may also be elements of ecstatic
dance and sacred dramas played out by the Hêmahêto, but this is not entirely necessary. The idea is to
not pick the grapes (as they would most certainly not be ready), but to offer them special divine protection
and dedication to and by Frîhals. It is believed that Frîhals provided these grapes and wine to the Goda
and mankind and so he is rewarded for doing so with a measure of wine in offering and coins.

Hêlenaht (Night of the Hêlen)
Overview:
The Hêlenaht (not to be confused with Nehalenaht) is the TFA celebration of the totality of the Hêlen. The
Hêlen are defined as any and all beings who have the capacity to bring “health/wholesomeness” to
humanity. This “healthy” should be read in the same sense as “to make whole, holy” as derived from
PGmc *hailijaną (to heal) and then on to *hailaz (whole, intact).
In the Chronography of 354, the Romans celebrated the natus Asclepi (birth of Asclepius’ temple).
Asclepius was believed to have been a notable physician (sometimes viewed as Apollo’s adoptive son).
The cult of Asclepius was widespread and enjoyed some popularity in Gaul and Germania. One such place
of interest is in Godesberg (Bonn). Here the Askulapstein (Aesculapius’ stone) was discovered in the 16th
century and is believed to have been an altar devoted to Asclepius and Hygeia (one of his daughters).
Asclepius, a notable healer, resurrected many famed heroes and divine persons in Roman and Greek
mythos.

It is important to understand, from a TFA standpoint, that although all beings capable of providing this
“wholesomeness” or hêlsamnussi through cultivations – be they gods, ancestors, local spirits or the Kuning
– that does not make them “healing gods” in our sense of the term today. Rather they are beings
cultivated which can bring “appropriate” (hopefully positive) responses to life. Some gods, such as Grannô
may be more directly related to physical health, where Helimerthus is related to the “health” of “the
hero’s return from the battlefield”. The Hêlenaht is therefore a time for the worship of all these beings or
more precisely: their collective hêl.

Rationale:
It is the belief in TFA that the hêl (whole, full) and hailago (holy “person”) are provided unto the modern
Frank via the personage of the Kuning. It is believed that in elder years, the king would mediate the
relationship held between the people and the gods. His ability to do so was granted to him through his
right to rule, ability to rule and the support of those he ruled. In TFA, the Hêmahêto acts as the mediator
in sacrifice between the gods on behalf of his family, whereas the Gravio does so for the civitas and finally
the Siniskalk on behalf of the whole of Thia Frankisk Aldsido and the farbond.
To assist in the worship of the Hêlen, it may be profitable to the modern Frank to be provided with
catagories or collectives of these divinities. The Romans for their part employed a number of collective
terms to group together various sets of gods into definable bodies. These may be the Dii Consentes of
Varro: Jupiter-Juno, Neptune-Minerva, Mars-Venus, Apollo-Diana, Vulcan-Vesta, Mercury-Ceres. There
were the gods cultivated by the major flamens, the Di Flaminales: Jupiter, Mars and Juno. Then the minor
fmalens: Carmentis, Ceres, Falacer, Flora, Furrina, Palatua, etc. Varro also gave us a list of principle Roman
gods or Di Selecti: Janus, Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, Vulcan, Neptune, Sol, etc. There are more collective lists,
but the point here will suffice.
These lists were useful to the practitioner of cultus as it enabled them to call upon a select group of gods
in their prayers and sacrifices. There is no indication that the gods of the Franks (or earlier Frankish tribes)
were depicted in such collectives, but that does not preclude us from doing so today for the same purpose
as the ancients. We must also keep in mind that these collectives often overlapped. For the Romans,
Jupiter was collected under the gods of the Di Flaminales, Di Selecti, Dii Consentes, etc. This was not an
indication of a particular god/dess being more important than another, but rather that they fit into various
groups more readily for a number of reasons. Furthermore, these collectives were reasoned by
philosophers and other notables as a useful device and could vary from person to person or group to
group. I will now outline a few collectives reasoned in TFA:
Wihta: All beings, seen and unseen. [WIHT]
Untimig/Fellan: Abomination/Evildoers, unholy and against the holy/wholesome.
Hêlen: All beings cultivated and wholesome (hêlsam). [HELE]
Forthira: All beings cultivated and wholesome understood to be ancestors. [FORT]
Helithos: All beings cultivated and wholesome understood to be heroes. [HELI]
Goda: All beings cultivated and wholesome understood to be gods. [GODA]

•

Di Germanici: the “Germans’ gods” – cult sites centered around Germania Cisrhenani and
Magna Germania. Primary worship centers around Cologne, Xanten, Nijmegen, etc. (Hludana,
Frîhals, Tîwiskô, Rîn Fader, Sunuxsal, etc.) Germanici is not an ethnic label, rather a regional
identifier. [DIGE]

•

Di Belgici: the “Belgians’ gods” – cult sites centered roughly around Gallia Belgica within the
borders of Germania Cisrhenani (N-NE), English Channel (NW), the Moselle (E), The Seine and
the Marne (S). Primary worship centers around Trier, Aachen, Tongeren, etc. (Ahuardua,
Helimerthus, Magusanus, etc.) Belgici is not an ethnic label, rather a regional identifier. [DIBE]

•

Di Gallici: the “Gauls’ gods” – cult sites centres roughly between the Moselle and the Upper
Rhine (former east Gallia Lugdunensis). Primary worship centres around Worms, Speyer and
Mainz, etc. (Rosmerta, Lôhar, Nemetona, etc.) Gallici is not an ethnic label, rather a regional
identifier. [DIGA]

•

Di Considerandum: the “Considered gods” – these are gods which are rationalized to have
existed in whole or in part among the early heathen Franks, mostly based on Roman and PIE
cognates. They have no historic sites of worship but have been cultivated within Thia Farnkisk
Aldsido. Some gods may fall on the limes of those who were evinced and were not based on
reasoned associations. Examples are: Sîgfrîa, Hlôta, Bluowthiuwa, Skara, etc. Beings such as
Tîwiskô may be considered both di germanici and di considerandum as the historic report by
Tacitus refers to a Tuisco/Tuisto, but his personage within TFA has been realized as Tîwiskô.
[DICO]

•

Di Chlodovechi: the “gods of Clovis” – these are the gods who are mentioned by Gregory of
Tours – through a fable – in which Chlotilda admonishes Clovis for worshiping: Saturn, Jupiter,
“Jupiter’s sister”, Mars and Mercury. Each of these gods are found throughout the traditional
territory of the Franks in syncretic and non-syncretic form. Through syncretism and reasoning, a
god such as Mercury can be understood to be di chlodovechi, di germanici, di belgici, di gallici
and di considerandum due to the prolific nature of his syncretism, literary reference and the
formulation of the TFA Merkur. [DICH]

•

Di Noviam Civitatem: the “Gods of the new civitates” – these are the gods recognized as being
local manifestations of ancient gods cultivated in a Civitas of TFA. These may be from any of the
other collectives, but when bound together under the aegis of the Gravio’s cultus, they become
indigenized to said land. An example would be within the Civitas Ottavaiorum, these would be
known as the Di Ottawa Civitas. [DINO]; [DINO. OTTA. CIVI.]

Note the flexibility in these collectives and the potential for the recognition of further collectives as further
practice develops. He is a rough map of the di germanici, belgici and gallici:

Practice:
On the Hêlenaht, the Hêmahêto is to prepare an assortment of offerings which are characteristic of their
household. This may be food, coins, wine, incense, etc. which are pertinent to the character of the family.
These offerings will be partitioned into three shares, one to be set upon the altar, one to be buried or
sunk and another to be burned. This follows the ritual format of the Roman heavenly, terrestrial and
chthonic deities’ cults and as such is to be used to communicate the sense of “all the wholesome beings”
being worshiped at one time. The invocation should be to the Hêlen. Thus, it is not a worship which
includes all lesser beings, humans or unwholesome wights.

Thonarsfol (Thonar’s Full)
Overview:
The Thonarsfol is the celebration of Thonar on the Widumânôth full moon. It is situated in the calendar
where the Chronography of 354 has the Ludi Romani. The Ludi Romani was celebrated with games to
commemorate either the conquest of Apiole by Tarquinius Priscus or the victory over the Latins at Lake
Regillus (as per Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Cicero). These games were held in honour of Jupiter. This
celebration was also known or conflated with the Ludi Magni, where there was a procession from the
Capitoline Hill to the Circus Maximus. This procession included mock military formations, dancers in goat
skins and flutists. Once at the Circus, a chariot race would be had. Here the driver and a combatant would
eventually leap from their ride and display feats of boxing and wrestling. The Ludi Magni was traditionally
a vow made by a general as a post-triumph festivity. However, as time went on, it became a festival in its
own right and did not always follow a triumph.

Rationale:

For the purposes of TFA, the celebration of the Thonarsfol is a recognition of the “Godôsettinga”. This
Godôsettinga (The gods’ setting) is theorized as a mythic description of how the gods of the Germans,
Gauls and Belgians came to syncretize with those of the Romans. It stands to reason that the gods surely
fought wars against each other along side the various tribes (and empire) who went to war. Likewise, it
further stands to reason that the gods, once having received cultus by Roman colonials in the provinces
(and the “barbarians” giving cultus to Roman gods), treaties and agreements would have been
established. Just as the Franks and others eventually federated to Rome, there is little doubt that in time,
the gods also became incorporated into a larger Romano-Gallo-Belgiano-Germanic “entente”. As the
former tribal lands were eventually made provinces of a greater Rome, the gods would have established
seats in those provinces as well. Here we find the previously mentioned notion of the collectives
manifested: Di Germanici, Belgici and Gallici.
The Ludi Magni (later Romani) saw the procession of the chief magister from the Capitoline Hill, southward
to the Circus Maximus. When Rome marched north to the German limes, symbolically it was done so from
the Capitoline Hill to the northern frontier. The most prominent circus and amphitheatre in ancient
Frankish lands was that of Trier (Augusta Treverorum). This is the same amphitheatre where Askarîki and
Mârogêr were fed to the beasts at the behest of Constantine. For this reason, Trier – whether the circus
or the amphitheatre – is where the meeting of the gods is posited to have taken place for the purpose of
consolidating their membership in a dwindling pagan frontier. Similarly, a meeting could have occurred in
Mainz and Cologne where there were strong cults to IOM and many regional Jupiter columns.
And what of Thonar? In TFA, it is recognized that Jupiter Optimus Maximus – in his thunderous guise
“Tonans” – would have come north and there been met with the indigenous thunderers. These thunderers
would have been Taranis of the Gauls and Thonar of the Germans. I would speculate that a number of
wars were fought between the various gods of the tribes, losses and victories on all sides. In time, they
chose to federate and a union was made. Jupiter columns then arose across Germania, Gaul and Belgica
as well as further afield. It should also be noted that there is a spectrum of syncretism between Thonar,
IOM, Taranis, Hercules and Irmin which would have given rise to diverse cults and beliefs.
It is also important to consider the impact that the introduction of the oriental mystery cult of IOM
Dolichenus on the German frontier. This cult was perceived as being oriental or Syrian in nature, however
the extent to which the cult was “oriental” or exotic as opposed to roman is hotly debated. What is not
debated is that the cult had a number of Dolichenum (Doliche temples) throughout Germania. These were
more specifically located at Cologne, Frankfurt, Stockstadt am Main and Taunusstein-Orlen (in modern
city names). What is also important to note is the iconography of IOM Dolichenus which comprises the
god standing on a bull, double-axe in one hand and lightning bolt in the other. He is bearded, much like
the syncretic versions of Taranis. One will also note the iconographic similarities between the silver inlay
of the francisca discovered in Neuwieder and that of the cultic images of Taranis and IOM atop the Jupiter
columns.
One way to think about this entente is to imagine that not only was the political lands coming together
and touching at the seams, but the many heavens likewise came together. Like three storms rolling into
one colossal storm, the gods IOM (Dolichenus), Tonans, Taranis and Thonar came together to one affect.
Here, the Jupiter columns demarcate the centre of that coming together.

Practice:

In recognition of this entente – the Godôsettinga – offerings are to be made to IOM Thonarius (or Thonar,
Taranis, Tonans, IOM, Jupiter, IOM Tonans, etc. depending on the modern Frank’s inclination and cultus).
These offerings should include strong spiced red wine (as provided by Frîhals), coins and a sheaf of grain
(or local corn). This offering ought to be made by the Hêmahêto at an appropriate tree. An oak tree would
be most fitting.

Giwinnantîd (Victory/Acquisition Tide)
Overview:
The Giwinnantîd is a TFA celebration based in part on the Ludi Triumphales. However, the triumph which
is celebrated in TFA is not that of Constantine I (nor Trajan), but rather that of Clovis over Syagrius in 486
CE. The Kingdom of Soissons was the final Western Roman client kingdom in the former western territory.
The “Kingdom” was a Roman rump state which was held by Aegidius until his death and the succession of
his son Syagrius in 464 CE. Aegidius is called a Roman king and tyrant in some sources, but most
conclusively he was the magister militum per Gallias (Master of the soldiers of Gaul) under Majorian. It is
also stated by Gregory of Tours that he ruled over the Franks during Childeric I’s banishment. Childeric
returned and soon the Franks returned under his rule. In 486 CE Clovis moved his Franks against Syagrius
and took Soisson from his possession. Syagrius fled to the Visigoths, but after threatening Alaric II with
war for harbouring the Soissonian king, Alaric II sent him to the Franks where he was executed.
The victory of the Franks over Syagrius is believed to be the greatest and most important victory of the
Franks in their early history. It is this victory over the Roman rump state which allowed Clovis to expand
his dominion and assert a succession to Roman interests. Whether one accepts the year of conversion for
Clovis as 496 CE or 508 CE, the fact remains that at the time of the conquering of Soissons, Clovis was still
a pagan.
A peculiar legend has survived through the works of Gregory of Tours that tell of the destruction of the
Vase of Soissons. I will relate the legend here below; however, it is important to note that the legend is
rife with mythemes of a much older story that surely hold kernels of paganism for those able to reason
them:
“After these events Childeric died and Clovis his son reigned in his stead. In the fifth year of his reign
Siagrius, king of the Romans, son of Egidius, had his seat in the city of Soissons which Egidius, who has
been mentioned before, once held. And Clovis came against him with Ragnachar, his kinsman, because he
used to possess the kingdom, and demanded that they make ready a battlefield. And Siagrius did not delay
nor was he afraid to resist. And so they fought against each other and Siagrius, seeing his army crushed,
turned his back and fled swiftly to king Alaric at Toulouse. And Clovis sent to Alaric to send him back,
otherwise he was to know that Clovis would make war on him for his refusal. And Alaric was afraid that
he would incur the anger of the Franks on account of Siagrius, seeing it is the fashion of the Goths to be
terrified, and he surrendered him in chains to Clovis' envoys. And Clovis took him and gave orders to put
him under guard, and when he had got his kingdom he directed that he be executed secretly. At that time
many churches were despoiled by Clovis' army, since he was as yet involved in heathen error. Now the
army had taken from a certain church a vase (or ewer) of wonderful size and beauty, along with the
remainder of the utensils for the service of the church. And the bishop of the church sent messengers to
the king asking that the vase at least be returned, if he could not get back any more of the sacred dishes.

On hearing this the king said to the messenger: "Follow us as far as Soissons, because all that has been
taken is to be divided there and when the lot assigns me that dish I will do what the father asks." Then
when he came to Soissons and all the booty was set in their midst, the king said: "I ask of you, brave
warriors, not to refuse to grant me in addition to my share, yonder dish," that is, he was speaking of the
vase just mentioned. In answer to the speech of the king those of more sense replied: " Glorious king, all
that we see is yours, and we ourselves are subject to your rule. Now do what seems well-pleasing to you;
for no one is able to resist your power." When they said this a foolish, envious and excitable fellow lifted
his battle-ax and struck the vase, and cried in a loud voice: " You shall get nothing here except what the
lot fairly bestows on you." At this all were stupefied, but the king endured the insult with the gentleness of
patience, and taking the vase he handed it over to the messenger of the church, nursing the wound deep
in his heart. And at the end of the year he ordered the whole army to come with their equipment of armor,
to show the brightness of their arms on the field of March. And when he was reviewing them all carefully,
he came to the man who struck the vase, and said to him "No one has brought armor so carelessly kept as
you; for neither your spear nor sword nor ax is in serviceable condition." And seizing his ax he cast it to the
earth, and when the other had bent over somewhat to pick it up, the king raised his hands and drove his
own ax into the man's head. "This," said he, "'is what you did at Soissons to the vase." Upon the death of
this man, he ordered the rest to depart, raising great dread of himself by this action. He made many wars
and gained many victories in the tenth year of his reign, he made war on the Thuringi and brought them
under his dominion.”
Also of special interest are the fates of Ragnachar (as well as his brother Ricchar and Rignomer) and
Chararic. Ragnachar was instigator and co-king who assisted the Salians in their overthrow of Syagrius.
Chararic had promised to assist Clovis and Ragnachar, but at the last minute he stalled in hopes of allying
himself with the victorious side. The death of Sigibert the Lame is also of note, not because of any role in
the Battle of Soissons, but due to the means by which Clovis had him killed and absorbed his kingdom.
Of Chararic:
“After this he turned to Chararic. When he had fought with Siagrius this Chararic had been summoned to
help Clovis, but stood at a distance, aiding neither side, but awaiting the outcome, in order to form a league
of friendship with him to whom victory came. For this reason Clovis was angry, and went out against him.
He entrapped and captured him and his son also, and kept them in prison, and gave them the tonsure; he
gave orders to ordain Chararic priest and his son deacon. And when Chararic complained of his
degradation and wept, it is said that his son remarked: "It was on green wood," said he, "that these twigs
were cut, and they are not altogether withered. They will shoot out quickly, and be able to grow; may he
perish as swiftly who has done this." This utterance was reported to the ears of Clovis, namely, that they
were threatening to let their hair grow, and kill him. And he ordered them both to be put to death. When
they were dead, he took their kingdom with the treasures and people.”
Of Ragnachar:
“Ragnachar was then king at Cambrai, a man so unrestrained in his wantonness that he scarcely had mercy
for his own near relatives. He had a counselor Farro, who defiled himself with a like vileness. And it was
said that when food, or a gift, or anything whatever was brought to the king, he was wont to say that: it
was enough for him and his Farro. And at this thing the Franks were in a great rage. And so it happened
that Clovis gave golden armlets and belts, but all only made to resemble gold - for it was bronze gilded so

as to deceive - these he gave to Ragnachar's leudes to be invited to attack him. Moreover, when Clovis had
set his army in motion against him, and Ragnachar was continually sending spies to get information, on
the return of his messengers, he used to ask how strong the force was. And they would answer: “is a great
sufficiency for you and your Farro." Clovis came and made war on him, and he saw that his army was
beaten and prepared to slip away in flight, but was seized by his army, and with his hands tied behind his
back, he was taken with Ricchar his brother before Clovis. And Clovis said to him: "Why have you humiliated
our family in permitting yourself to be bound? It would have been better for you to die." And raising his ax
he dashed it against his head, and he turned to his brother and said: "If you had aided your brother, he
would not have been bound" And in the same way he smote him with his ax and killed him. After their
death their betrayers perceived that the gold which they had received from the king was false. When they
told the king of this, it is said that he answered: " Rightly," said he, " does he receive this kind of gold, who
of his own will brings his own master to death;" it ought to suffice them that they were alive and were not
put to death, to mourn amid torments the wicked betrayal of their masters. When they heard this, they
prayed for mercy, saying it was enough for them if they were allowed to live. The kings named above were
kinsmen of Clovis, and their brother Rignomer by name, was slain by Clovis' order at the city of Mans.
When they were dead Clovis received all their kingdom and treasures. And having killed many other kings
and his nearest relatives, of whom he was jealous lest they take the kingdom from him, he extended his
rule over all the Gauls. However he gathered his people together at one time, it is said, and spoke of the
kinsmen whom he had himself destroyed. "Woe to me, who have remained as a stranger among
foreigners, and have none of my kinsmen to give me aid if adversity comes." But he said this not because
of grief at their death but by way of a ruse, if perchance he should be able to find some one still to kill.”
Of Sigibert the Lame:
When King Clovis was dwelling at Paris he sent secretly to the son of Sigibert saying: "Behold your father
has become an old man and limps in his weak foot. If he should die," said he, 'Of due right his kingdom
would be yours together with our friendship." Led on by greed the son plotted to kill his father. And when
his father went out from the city of Cologne and crossed the Rhine and was intending to journey through
the wood Buchaw, as he slept at midday in his tent his son sent assassins in against him, and killed him
there, in the idea that he would get his kingdom But by God's judgment he walked into the pit that he had
cruelly dug for his father. He sent messengers to king Clovis to tell about his father's death, and to say:
"My father is dead, and I have his treasures in my possession, and also his kingdom. Send men to me, and
I shall gladly transmit to you from his treasures whatever pleases you." And Clovis replied: "I thank you for
your good will, and I ask that you show the treasures to my men who come, and after that you shall possess
all yourself." When they came, he showed his father's treasures. And when they were looking at the
different things he said: "It was in this little chest that my father used to put his gold coins. " " Thrust in
your hand, " said they, "to the bottom, and uncover the whole." When he did so, and was much bent over,
one of them lifted his hand and dashed his battle-ax against his head, and so in a shameful manner he
incurred the death which he had brought on his father. Clovis heard that Sigibert and his son had been
slain, and came to the place and summoned all the people, saying: " Hear what has happened. When I,"
said he, "was sailing down the river Scheldt Cloderic, son of my kinsman, was in pursuit of his own father
asserting that I wished him killed. And when his father was fleeing through the forest of Buchaw, he set
highwaymen upon him, and gave him over to death, and slew him. And when he was opening the
treasures, he was slain himself by some one or other. Now I know nothing at all of these matters. For I
cannot shed the blood of my own kinsmen, which it is a crime to do. But since this has happened, I give

you my advice, if it seems acceptable; turn to me, that you may be under my protection." They listened to
this, and giving applause with both shields and voices, they raised him on a shield, and made him king over
them. He received Sigibert's kingdom with his treasures, and placed the people, too, under his rule. For
God was laying his enemies low every day under his hand, and was increasing his kingdom, because he
walked with an upright heart before him, and did what was pleasing in his eyes.”
These excerpts (punctuations cleaned up a bit) taken from:
https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/basis/gregory-hist.asp

Rationale:
The excerpts provided here from the History of the Franks are meant to highlight the events of the taking
of Soissons and the repercussions therefrom which led to the expansion of the Frankish Salic kingdom.
You will note that Gregory focuses primarily on the events of the vase more so than the actual events of
the battle. Save for mentioning that Syagrius fled to Alaric and then was returned, we hear nothing of the
fight itself. That said, the principle purpose of Gregory seems to be that the bishop requested the holy
vase (the Latin seems to more properly mean ewer) be returned to him above all other spoils and that the
will of Clovis was thwarted by an insubordinate follower. This fable has Christian significance, but likewise
it has Germanic social ones as well. To highlight:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Gregory highlights that Clovis at this time was still heathen.
Gregory highlights the religious significance of the vase, thus it is a powerful sacral implement.
The spoils of war are to be shared out, this is common to the lord-retainer social model.
Clovis’ followers appear in all ways to be sacrally bound to him (they cannot resist him).
One of his men challenge his authority, breaking the bond (using his ax in a manner the king
would).
6) Clovis waited one year to rectify the sin to the vase, thus connecting the man’s head in all ways
to the vase itself.
7) Clovis assembled all on the Campus Martius, at that time a more open assembly which had ancient
sacral qualities.
8) Clovis publically admonished the man, defamed his ax, tossed it aside and drove his own into the
man’s head.
There is little doubt that the reporting of this event is meant to establish the king’s right to rule. Also that,
although he was a heathen, he was open to a respectful relationship with the church (which was
advantageous in those days). The instances of Clovis ridding himself of rival Frankish kings – Ragnachar,
Chararic and Sigebert the Lame – came as a result of his gains in Soissons. Each of these examples, and
there are many more in the histories, demonstrate the holy power of the ax as an extension of the king’s
sacral prowess.

Practice:
For the purposes of TFA, the Giwinnantîd is the celebration of Clovis’ pre-conversion act of taking Soissons
and firmly establishing Salian rule. It is equally a celebration of his reht and wald in his restoring honour
to the shame brought about by the destruction of the vase at Soissons. This celebration is then

extrapolated further on to his ability to conquer the kings of his neighbours and the expansion of Frankish
dominion in all of Gaul. As Gregory stated of the Goths in that time: “All ardently desired to live under the
dominion of the Franks”. Thus, for the Hêmohêto, it is right that the Hêmakus (Home-Ax) is given cultus
and is made to be in good sacral order. It should be displayed and offered to as an extension of the cultus
of the Kuning and the Goda who grant him reht and wald. Similarly, a ewer of wine ought be reverently
placed with the ax so that all the Goda and Kuning can benefit from the labours of Frîhals. This is done in
memory of that ancient vase. It is possible that the vase at Soissons was more akin in utility to a Greek
Kantharos, used in sacral drinking. An example of such a vessel is the cup in the Treasure of Gourdon.

Wînthumefîron (Celebration of the vintage):
Overview:
Wînthumefîron is a TFA celebration modeled on the Ludi Iovi Libereratori of the Chronography of 354.
This celebration is concerned with a celebration of wine, the harvest of grapes and themes of freedom.
You will notice much similarity between Wînthumefîron and the previous month’s Wîngardofîron. The
reason for this is that the Widumânôth celebration was concerned with the fruitfulness of the vines and
the hopes of a good vintage for the purposes of pleasure and worship. Here Frîhals is less the ecstatic god
raising the potency of the grapes and wine to come, but rather the celebrant who relishes in the fruits of
his divinity: Good wine, joviality, community and liberty. As it is believed that Frîhals is the provider of the
sacred and social wine to gods and mankind, here he is the celebrant amongst the gods and free-folk.

Rationale:
The Roman festival games in honour of Iovi Liberatori were held in Rome as part of the Imperial cult. It is
not fully known or understood what the specifics of this celebration were, but it is believed that the games
were held in honour of archaic dynastic victories. With regards to the Franks, as this month was named
by Charlemagne (as per Einhard) Wîndumemânod (Vintage-Moon), it is clear that there was some
connection to viticulture being done under this moon. The combination with the recounting of past
victories over “new wine” would have not have been out of the ordinary as a custom.
With the mythic Godôsettinga having been celebrated under the Thonarsfol of Widumânôth, an event
which, in TFA, is understood to have been a confederation of the gods of the Gauls, Belgians, Germans
and Romans, the union through ritual wine taking could have occurred. In this schema, Frîhals is
understood to be a Kvasir-like figure – as much as Bacchic – who provides the new wine which binds the
various gods of the Frankish territory into one divine society.
This is also a time to be thankful for the continued freedom enjoyed by the Franks who made it through
the year’s campaigning season without succumbing to the yoke. If they found themselves in bondage,
then this would have been a time to seek liberation by Frîhals. The setting free of unfree servants was, in
one example, done so by giving a denarius to the unfree before the presence of the king. This was
recorded in the Lex Salica and this ritual may have mythic parallels now lost to time.

Practice:
For the modern Frank, this celebration is a time to drink wine and reminisce about the ancient successes
of the Franks as much as the ancient myths of the gods’ victories. It is also a time to be thankful for one’s
freedom and to give thanks to Frîhals for keeping one free over the past year. The granting of coins to
Frîhals for the liberation of a loved one is also encouraged.

Hangistonaht (Stallion’s Night):
Overview:
The Hangistonaht is a celebration of TFA which is centred around the festivities of the October Horse as
mentioned on the Chronography of 354. In Rome, there were numerous traditions surrounding the

specific sacrifice of a horse in October. Here, a horse was ritually slaughtered by the use of a mallet and
axe, then a contest was held to compete for the glory of recovering the horses head while the tail was
destined to the king. According to ancient writers, it was believed that this strange and out of the ordinary
Roman custom was a relic of Trojan ancestors. Virgil denoting that in Carthage, during the sowing of the
fields a horse’s skull (not of a virgin one) was mounted on pine trees to promote the crop’s fertility. The
tail (or as some believe the phallus) of the stallion was thought to give the owner the prowess of the horse
on the battlefield. According to Timaeus, there was also a spear kept at Regia, which was where the
horse’s tail would be destined (in the Roman tradition) that was used to perform the sacrifice. As the war
weapon of Mars, there is a belief that the sacrifice was a means of bringing together the martial and
agricultural aspects of Mars.

Rationale:
Horses held a special place in the culture of the Franks. The Lex Salica lists the fine for riding another man’s
horse, without his permission, to be 1200 denarii. For a comparison, this fine was just 600 denarii short
of the fine for cutting a free-born boy’s long hair prior to his age of majority (which would make him
prematurely mature it is believed). We also know that Childeric I was buried with a “stable” of 22 horses
which undoubtably marked the animals as denoting significant cultic import to the Frankish king.

Practice:
On the Hangistonaht the Hêmahêto is encouraged to leave a memorial offering of grain to the horses of
the heroes of old at a place of reverence on the household estate. As it is understood that horses were
the mount of the ancient Franks, helping them spread their influence throughout domestic and foreign
lands. If desired, an effigy of a horse may be constructed as an idol to best effectuate this worship.

Ahuarduafol (Ahuardua’s Full):
Overview:
The celebration of Ahuarduafol is based upon the festival of Isis or Isia, which is mentioned in the
Chronography of 354. Ahaurdua is compared to Isis based upon the connection with the sea and harbours,
such as with the cult of Isis Pelagia. The Suebi were known to, according to Tacitus, venerate an Isiac deity
whose emblem was like that of a war-ship. It is theorized for the purposes of TFA that this is the worship
of the dark waters returning valiant heroes from foreign lands.
Ahuardua is a composition formed by the pairing of the PGmc*ahwō (water), which is the ancestor to OE
ēa (flowing water, river), OS aha and ON á, both meaning the same. The ultimate root is the PIE *h₂ékʷeh₂
(water) and is a synonym to the root for PIE “water” (*wódr̥). The word is one of the oldest descriptive
used for water as it is found nearly unchanged in all PIE daughter languages.
The second element is derived from the PGmc *ardugaz (steep, lofty) or from the Proto-Celtic *arduwos
(high, to grow) and both are ultimately derived from the PIE *h₃erdʰ (high, to grow). In ModE, through
Latin arduus we have “arduous” (that which requires endurance to overcome, a burden).
It has been speculated by Anthony R. Birley, Andrew Birley and Patrizia de Bernardo Stempel in “A
Dedication by the “Cohors I Tungrorum” at Vindolanda to a Hitherto Unknown Goddess” (2013) that the

combination formulated the name or title “The Water, Sublime Goddess” and that she was a precursor to
many of the deities related to “water” or “heights” with the elements listed above. Stempel stating that
the Ahua element is the proper theonym, whereas Ardua is the honourific title relating a sense of “noble”.
Much how Arduinna can be translated as “the high goddess”.

Rationale:
It is clear that Ahuardua was worshipped or at least offered dedication to by members of the I Cohors
Tungrorum. It is debateable whether this cohors was indeed ethnically Tungri, or perhaps named after
the Civitas Tungrorum or previously Atuatica Tungrorum. As for the Tungri, various ancient sources (too
exhaustive to enumerate here) relate that they were formed in a similar fashion as the Batavians, which
is to say under the pressures, re-location and expulsions by Rome. They are related to the Condrusi, the
Eburones, the Caeroesi and the Paemani and that, according to Caesar their name became
interchangeable with “German”.
The Tungri were quickly caught up into a wave of Roman expansionism which caused many of their
numbers to either enlist in the military or were forced to pay members to the cohors as tribute. Either
way, a significant of their population’s warriors were sent to Britain, which is how we have come to have
inscriptions made, either by or on behalf of them.
The Tungri lived between the Scheldt and the Rhine, north of the Arduenna Silva and invariably
throughout the Meuse Valley which is territory known to have hosteded a number of Frankish tribes. It is
possible that they formed relations with the Cugerni (possibly descendant from the Sicambri) and the Ubii
as part of the territory of Gallia Belgica.
It should be stated that the Tungri, like most other tribes living in the territory of Germania Inferior in that
age, are thought to have been comprised of Gaulish and Germanic elements. The authors of the abovementioned paper go further to argue that the Tungri were trilingual, that is in Latin, Germanic and Gaulish
languages (to various degrees).
Returning to Vindolanda, it is important to note that the votive stone to the goddess was located near a
spring which in time went on to feed and maintain the communal water supply. It is not the least bit
interesting that the divinity acknowledged at that place was given such an impressive name. Perhaps, the
site was well known to flood (which led to its abandonment later on) and the contamination of the water
supply by the camp’s refuse and lavatory system.
According to Pliny in his Natural History:
“The Tungri, a state of Gaul, has a remarkable spring that sparkles with innumerable bubbles, with a taste
of iron rust, which yet cannot be detected until the water has been drunk. It is a purgative and cures
tertian agues and stone in the bladder. This water also, if fire is brought near it, becomes turbid, and
eventually glows red.”
It is the belief of TFA that there is a distinct connection between the curative waters of the Tungrian
homeland and their proximity to the Ardennes as well as the hardships of making a life for one’s self in
the floodplains of the Low Countries.

The clear ancientness of Ahuardua, a being who seems to go back to the split of PIE daughter cultures as
well as the primal, near animistic name/title she was known by… The Water, Sublime goddess… draw a
picture of a deep-rooted chthonic divinity who would surely been petitioned to stave off the flood or
conversely to call in the tides. Perhaps she was known to be the original source of curative hot-springs
(baths) which lead to other “newer” divinities such as Apollo, Sullis, Borvo, Lenus, etc. to benefit from her
gifts.

Practice:
As the goddess of the deep, dark tides, the Hêmohêto is encouraged to leave offerings of coins to local
places of deep water where Ahuardua may manifest. The location would preferably be one of navigation
such as a large lake, a sea or a large river prone to flooding.

Tanfanatîd (Tanfana’s Tide):
Overview:
The celebration of Tanfanatîd in TFA is constructed from the information we may glean from Tacitus’
Annals where he states:
“There was exultation among the Germans, not far off, as long as we were detained by the public mourning
for the loss of Augustus, and then by our dissensions. But the Roman general in a forced march, cut through
the Caesian forest and the barrier which had been begun by Tiberius, and pitched his camp on this barrier,
his front and rear being defended by intrenchments, his flanks by timber barricades. He then penetrated
some forest passes but little known, and, as there were two routes, he deliberated whether he should
pursue the short and ordinary route, or that which was more difficult unexplored, and consequently
unguarded by the enemy. He chose the longer way, and hurried on every remaining preparation, for his
scouts had brought word that among the Germans it was a night of festivity, with games, and one of their
grand banquets. Caecina had orders to advance with some light cohorts, and to clear away any
obstructions from the woods. The legions followed at a moderate interval. They were helped by a night of
bright starlight, reached the villages of the Marsi, and threw their pickets round the enemy, who even then
were stretched on beds or at their tables, without the least fear, or any sentries before their camp, so
complete was their carelessness and disorder; and of war indeed there was no apprehension. Peace it
certainly was not- merely the languid and heedless ease of half-intoxicated people.

Caesar, to spread devastation widely, divided his eager legions into four columns, and ravaged a space of
fifty miles with fire and sword. Neither sex nor age moved his compassion. Everything, sacred or profane,
the temple too of Tamfana, as they called it, the special resort of all those tribes, was levelled to the
ground. There was not a wound among our soldiers, who cut down a half-asleep, an unarmed, or a
straggling foe. The Bructeri, Tubantes, and Usipetes, were roused by this slaughter, and they beset the
forest passes through which the army had to return. The general knew this, and he marched, prepared
both to advance and to fight. Part of the cavalry, and some of the auxiliary cohorts led the van; then came
the first legion, and, with the baggage in the centre, the men of the twenty-first closed up the left, those
of the fifth, the right flank. The twentieth legion secured the rear, and, next, were the rest of the allies.”

The linguistic work of Olivier van Renswoude furthermore is utilised to break down the name Tanfana
into components which can be used in understanding her cultic role. In the source document, her name
is recorded as Tamfana, however, most scholars believe her name to have been Tanfana with an “n”. Van
Renswoude reconstructs her name in such as way as to be based upon two Germanic roots: þanjaną “to
stretch, extend” and fanô “cloth, banner or flag”. Thus, giving her name a titular meaning of “She who
stretches the fabric”. It has been theorized that the festival which was celebrated by the tribes mentioned
in the Annals was a harvest one. However, it should be noted that it is equally possible that the celebration
was one of an end of campaign season victory.

Rationale:
In TFA, this would position Tanfana’s tide as a juxtaposition to the Gundfanofîron in Brâkmânôth. Thus,
whereas the Gundfanofîron is the preparation of and reverence for the banner, the Tanfanatîd is the
return of the banners to the hall/temple or estate. Likewise, where the di considerandum Skara is she who
has mythically “sheared” the ur-banner into smaller tribal ones, Tanfana is recognized as having “sewn”
or “pulled” them all together again under the aegis of the Kuning.
Therefore, the Tanfanatîd is a time for celebrating Frankish unity after the struggles of the summer
campaigns. A time to tell stories of heroism, success and losses. As per Tacitus, this was a time of festivities
and games as well as sumptuous banquets filled with feasts and drinking.

Practice:
During the Tanfanatîd, the Hêmahêto is encouraged to make present libations and festive foods (sweet
cakes, bread, seethed meats, etc.) to the Gundfano and to Tanfana who has welcomed the sacred banner
home. Games may be played and stories told of the summer’s joys and ordeals.

Slahtonfîron (Slaughter Celebration):
Overview:
Slahtonfîron is a TFA celebration modeled upon a number of sources. Primarily it is based on the prevalent
notion that the month of “November” was often characterized as one of slaughtering livestock, whether
for sacral or profane reasons. In the Vita Karoli Magni the month of November is said to have been called
Hervistmânôth, meaning “harvest moon”. However, the meaning of the term “hervist” by this point had
taken on the meaning of “autumn”, but more so with regards to the onset of the winter season than a
relation to the equinox. In the folk custom of the people of Belgium, as per Otto von Duringsfeld Reinsberg,
the people gave this month the name Slahtmaand or “slaughter month”. The Anglo-Saxons, as per Bede,
named this month Blōtmōnaþ or “blót moon”. Bede in De temporum ratione states: “Blod-monath is
month of immolations, for it was in this month that the cattle which were to be slaughtered were
dedicated to the gods.” In the Menologium seu Calendarium Poeticum it was stated regarding the AngloSaxon Blōtmōnaþ: “this month is called Novembris in Latin, and in our language the month of sacrifice,
because our forefathers, when they were heathens, always sacrificed in this month, that is, that they took
and devoted to their idols the cattle which they wished to offer.”
It is important to note that in the Carolingian age, Hervistmânôth was, as indicated above, the name of
November. However, in the later folk Belgian and Dutch name for September, this is the month identified
as Hervistmânôth. Earlier, September was, as is the tradition followed by TFA, the month known as
Widumânôth. It is not known exactly why this is, but it could be that the concept of autumn was brought
into align with the fall equinox which is evident in the Dutch herfstnachtevening (Harvest night evening).

Rationale:
The butchering of animals in November, thinning the herds for the leanness of winter was – and still is –
a common practice in agrarian societies as to feed livestock throughout the cold season is an arduous
endeavor. It likewise makes sense in a heathen society to make offerings to those divinities which have
provided the bounty of the livestock throughout the year.

Practice:
For modern Franks in TFA, Slahtonfîron should be observed as a “thanksgiving” for the bounty of meat for
the coming festive tides. Although it is not within the power for all to do so in our modern world, it is
encouraged that if one can, they engage in activities such as butchering livestock in a safe, humane and
sacral way. If not possible, that the Frank purchase meats which have been locally slaughtered and to hold
a thankful Wirdskapon with their Hîwiski.

Wintarnaht (Winter’s Night):
Overview:
Wintarnaht is a TFA celebration which is held in honour of Ertha. Ertha is recognized as the mother of
Tîwiskô, based on Tacitus’ description that Tuisto was deum terra editum (a god, born of the earth). The
Wintarnaht is based upon an amalgam of PIE “earth goddesses”, but most specifically an intersection
between the Roman Feronia, Greek Artemis and the Germanic (Old Norse) Jörth. The Feronia elements

are derived from the feral nature of the goddess as uncultivated and wild. Tîwiskô being the first-born
god, coming from the Earth, would therefore imply that he was born of a wild and untamed Earth as
opposed to a cultivated one represented by divine figures such as Ceres. Based on hypothesized linguistic
connections between the Latin ferus (wild) and the Germanic berô (bear), both deriving from the PIE ǵʰwḗr
(wild animal), it is supposed that Tîwiskô was born out of an earthen mound not unlike the exiting of a
bear’s den. Therefore, Artemisian mythemes are added to the persona of Ertha as well as those of the
Gaulish Artio.
Feronia was lauded as a goddess of liberty as much with wild places and as such embodies the principle
characteristics of the Frankish ethos. As the mother of Thor, Jörth provides an important cognate to Terra
as the mother of Janus. Likewise, Janus has already been identified as an important cognate to the TFA
understanding of Tîwiskô (see Wintarmânôth cycle). Artemis in her role as the Great She-Bear goes on to
relate to the Gaulish Artio, who has been identified as a bear goddess in the region of Bern, Switzerland.
Ertha should thus be understood as a shapely divine feminine form, reminiscent of ancient “Venus”
statuettes which have been discovered in various locations around Eurasia.

Rationale:
Wintarnaht is recognized in TFA tradition as the end of the harvest season. At this time, all agricultural
practices revolving around crops should have come to an end and now the focus is on butchering as well
as the transformation of raw materials into usable products. It is also a time of domestic focus. The Franks,
being a martial society, were now back at home with their families and concerned with the affairs of the
household (hîwiski).

Practice:
The modern Frank is encouraged to make offerings to Ertha in a forested area. The offering should consist
of fatty meats and/or sweet cakes. These offerings are to help sustain Ertha in her winter slumber, help
her remain strong for the hardships to come and in the end birth Tîwiskô anew in the Wintarmânôth.

Wintarsfol (Winter’s Full):
Overview:
The Wintarsfol is a TFA celebration which recognizes the beginning of the winter season, thus the time
between the Wintarnaht sunset and the Wintarsfol moonrise is a particularly liminal time. This celebration
is constructed in part on the Anglo-Saxon understanding of Winterfylleth and various customs of the
Graeco-Roman Brumalia. According to the Chronography of 354, Brumalia began in mid-November and
lasted through the winter season. Brumalia itself is believed to mean “wintry”. Although it is often
described as a celebration of the Winter Solstice, it was typically an indication that the winter season had
begun in general.
The celebration of Brumalia originally centred around diner parties, the consumption of wine and
according to John the Lydian (5th century Byzantine chronicler), people wished each other “Vives annos”
(live for years!). According to John the Lydian, the festival was celebrated long after conversion – by the
people and emperor alike – going so far as to say it believed by some to be a festival to Chronos. Likewise,

according to the Chronicle of John Malalas (6th century Antioch) it was believed that it was a celebration
instituted by Romulus so as to entertain his senate.

Rationale:
Knowing that Germanic peoples had a tendency to count the years by “winters”, it is no stretch to suspect
that some understood the coming of winter to be the beginning of the year. However, by the time the
Franks appear on the scene, the new year began either in “January” or between “March and April”. Thus,
this may have been an archaic holdover in general for Germanic peoples. The association with Chronos is
interesting if we are to understand this to mean that the celebration was related to time. I think it would
be most appropriate for Chronos not to be understood in TFA as a “closed, fixed time”, but more in the
sense of the Greek deity Aion “aeon”. In Old Frankish and Old High German, there is a word which
encompasses the aspects of “eternity, law and marriage” – which seem like fundamental concepts relating
to a time of season when warriors are back from the campaign and all are settling into the darkness of the
year. This word is Êwa from the Proto-Germanic aiwaz (long time, age, eternity).
Thus, as Tellus (or Terra) was identified as a companion to Aion (aeon), we in TFA should understand Ertha
as being companion to divine masculine Êwa. In this way, Ertha – as described in Wintarnaht – who is the
“Mother Earth”, Êwa is the “father Cosmic and Eternal”. It is understood that the union between Ertha
and Êwa (however that may have been undertaken…) is the interplay between the heavens and the earth,
neither wholly touching, yet acting upon each other. Neither Ertha nor Êwa are considered “born” in TFA.
In that interplay – the cosmic liminal dance of eternity – Tîwiskô who is the “first-born” was quickened in
the womb of Ertha and emerged into the world at Tîwiskôfîron. This would bring together the triad of
Ertha-Êwa-Tîwiskô as the “Winter’s Triad” with hints of the makings of the ancient and the new year.

Practice:
In TFA, upon the Wintarsfol the Hêmahêto is encouraged to have a meal with their family and friends
where toasts are made, saying “Êwisk wintar!”. This toast, meaning “eternally winter” does not imply that
there is a wish for the season of winter to last eternally, rather it harkens to the notion of counting years
by their winters. It also calls to mind that primal union between Êwa and Ertha which brought about the
birth of Tîwiskô and thereafter all the other gods. In toasting “Êwisk wintar!” the modern Frank is
encouraging the continuous prowess of the primal gods and the fate of the world as well as wishing each
other a long life full of success.

Wîgansatîd (Wîgansa’s Tide):
Overview:
The Wîgansatîd is the TFA celebration of the goddess Wîgansa who was worshiped amongst the Tungri.
The celebration itself is held at that time on the Chronography of 354 between the Ludi Sarmatici and the
Munus Arcanum. This was a time of year for the Romans where those with a degree of public largess
would spend funds on public projects, such as games, infrastructure and religious cults. These games and
imperial funds were an integral part to the year-end celebrations of the late Western Roman Empire. This
in part demonstrates that there was a winter time celebratory tide concerned in part with success in
warfare as well as the spreading of wealth (even if compulsory) for public good.

In Tungric lands, we find an inscription on a votive stone to the goddess Vihansae (Wîgansa) which reads:
Vihansae / Q(uintus) Catius Libo Nepos / centurio leg(ionis) III / Cyrenaicae scu- / tum et lanceam d(onum)
d(edit)
“To Vihansa / [has] Quintus Catius Libo Nepos / centurio of the Third Legion Cyrenaica, his shi- / eld and
spear donated as a gift.”
Vihansa is reconstructed to mean “Battle goddess” from the Proto-Germanic *wîga (fight) and *ansa
(deity). The centurion who offered his shield and spear to the goddess appears to be in the similar Batavian
tradition of offering weapons to Magusanus at Emple.

Rationale:
The purpose of the Wîgansatîd is to recognize the coming home of the warrior class but also the
recognition of young warriors who have went through their first battles of their adulthood. Similarly,
veterans having fought their last can be recognized for their heroic life. This is a time of transition, the
young becoming seasoned, the seasoned retiring to farming or trade. The youth who were celebrated in
the Horningmânôth – having gone on wild Mannerbund-like excursions – now have deeds to their name
and can be brought into the web of the comitatus. They are now expected to defend their household.
Whereas Sîgfrîa is offered to ensure victory at the beginning of the campaign season, Wîgansa is there to
receive the warriors home after the battle has ended.

Practice:
The Hêmahêto is encouraged to make offerings to Wîgansa in the home by making offerings of coins and
good wine to their implements of war and defense. If the Hêmahêto has the ability to offer weapons to
her, then this would be encouraged as well.

Bergofîron (Celebration of the Mountains):
Overview:
Bergofîron is the TFA celebration of the alpine traditions. The primary focus is on the relationship between
the people and the beings known as the Dusii. The placement of the celebration reflects that of the
Septimontium as determined in the Chronography of 354. The Septimontium was a pre-urban celebration
held by the mountain-living people of Rome, that is the dwellers on the Seven Peaks. There is much
confusion as to the purpose and the exact meaning of this ancient festival, where Plutarch comments that
no Roman used horse-drawn vehicles at this time.
For the purposes of TFA, the focus of this celebration are the alpine beings known variously as Dusii,
perhaps from the Gaulish Dusios. It was believed by various people in Gaul and later Francia that these
beings were Satyr-like beings who lived in the mountains and would play an important role in the
fertilization of crops. However, it was also believed, mainly by church figures such as St. Augustine and
Isidore of Seville that these beings were also responsible for the nocturnal rape of women, being hairy
incubus creatures.
According to Augustine: “One often hears talk, the reliability of which must not be doubted, since it is
confirmed by a number of people who know from their own or others' experience, that Silvani and Pans,
commonly called incubi, have often appeared to women as wicked men, trying to sleep with them and
succeeding. These same demons, whom the Gauls name Dusii, are relentlessly committed to this
defilement, attempting and achieving so many things of such a kind that to deny it would seem brazen.
Based on this, I dare not risk a definitive statement as to whether there might be some spirits, aerial in
substance (for this substance, when it is set in motion by a fan, is perceived as sensation within the body
and as touch), who take bodily form and even experience this sexual desire, so that, by any means they
can, they mingle with women sensually. But that the holy angels of God in no way fell in like manner during
that era — that I would believe.”
And Isidore: “The 'hairy ones' (pilosi) are called in Greek Pans, in Latin Incubi, or Inui from their entry
(ineundo) with animals everywhere. Hence also Incubi are so called because wrongful sex is incumbent on
them. For often the wicked ones come into the presence of women also, and succeed in sleeping with them.
The Gauls call these demons Dusii, because they seduce relentlessly.”
There was also a belief that the Dusii, according to the Vita of St. Richarius that the dusii manes or dusii
hemaones would come down from the sky and steal crops and damage orchards. This places the beings
in the same vein as the Magonians detailed by Agobard who were raised or quelled by the Tempestarii.

Rationale:
The Dusii where known in the regions of Picardy and later on all throughout Francia under the form of
Magonians. They played a positive and negative role in the fertilizing of crops as they were known to steal
from that same crop thereafter. According to the possible etymology of their name, they are believed to
be related to “vapor” and as such could be understood as mountainous fog which flows through a fertile
valley. This makes the relationship with these Satyr-like creatures beings to propitiate so that they do not
take the crops and fruits of the fields and orchards they helped to make fertile.

Given that the Bergofîron is held in the TFA Winter, the nature of these beings take on a form more
reminiscent of the Krampus. If one takes a close look at the Krampus representations and the descriptions
of the Dusii, the degree of similarity between both is uncanny.

Practice:
The modern Frank is encouraged to head out to a hilltop or mountain in their local region and to bring
offerings of fruit and/or grain, cheese, wine and other such harvest products so as to make an offering
at the base of that hill. It is best to make that offering of propitiation in a body of water located at the
base of the hill so that the essence thereof may rise with the vapors into the mountains and that when
the Dusii come riding down between the Bergofîron and Holdanaht, they will not steal produce from the
household nor disturb the peace of those living inside. This is also the perfect night to visit friends and
neighbours in similar tradition as the Krampusnacht, if one’s neighbours are so inclined.

Holdanaht (Holda’s Night):
Overview:
In TFA Holdanaht is the celebration of the goddess Holda, who was a goddess known by various names
throughout mediaeval Germany, Northern France, Belgium and the Netherlands. The traditions
associated to her are too numerous and varied to mention here, but for the purposes of the TFA one in
particular will fit within the mythic narrative. For the purposes of TFA, Holda is regarded as a powerful
goddess of divination and a leader of prophetic spirits. This is based on a number of early and late
mediaeval church scholar opinions, such as that of Burchard of Worms. This is a later understanding of
the term “holdam” which may not be overly consistent with her much earlier form, but as most heathen
traditions had one or more goddesses specifically tied to prophecy, it makes sense that Holda should have
shared similar qualities, if not there is no reason why she should not now. In the Decretum Book XIX,
Burchard warns the faithful not to fall into the temptation of seeresses such as the Holden “witches”:
“Hast thou sought out oracles (strigam holdam) in codices or in tablets, as many are accustomed to do
who presume to obtain oracles from psalters or from the Gospels or from anything else of the kind? If thou
hast, thou shalt do penance for ten days on bread and water.”
We know from the histories of Gregory that the Merovingian kings put much credence into the prophetic
power of women. These focused primarily on dream interpretation, however, the use of bibliomancy was
also of great interest to the Merovingians. As such, Holda can be understood as a goddess who – as
Burchard claims – used the power of codices and tablets to divine the times to come.

Rationale:
It is possible that a vague memory of stories regarding the consultation of the Sibylline Books throughout
Roman history could have been a guide to those Merovingian kings who felt compelled to consult holy
books for oracular advice. One such instant a Merovingian king – Merovech II – consulted the scriptures
at the site of a saintly tomb, because he did not believe the foretelling of a sorceress:
“Now Merovech charged many crimes to his father and stepmother. But although they were partly true it
was not acceptable to God I suppose that they should be made known through a son. This I learned to be

so later on. For one day I was invited to dine with him and when we were sitting together he begged
urgently that something be read for the instruction of his soul. So I opened the book of Solomon and took
the first verse that came which contained the following: " The eye of him who looketh at his father
askance, the ravens of the valleys shall pick it out." Although he did not understand it, I believed that this
verse had been given by the Lord. Then Gunthram sent a slave to a certain woman known to him from the
time of king Charibert, who had a familiar spirit, in order that she should relate what was to happen. He
asserted besides that she had foretold to him the time, not only the year but also the day and hour, at
which king Charibert was to die. And she sent back this answer by the slaves: " King Chilperic will die this
year and king Merovech will exclude his brothers and take the whole kingdom. And you shall hold the office
of duke over all his kingdom for five years. But in the sixth year you shall win the honor of the bishop's
office, with the consent of the people, in a city which lies on the river Loire on its right bank, and you shall
pass from this world old and full of days. " And when the slaves had come back and reported this to their
master he was at once filled with vanity as if he were already sitting In the chair of the church of Tours,
and he reported the words to me. But I laughed at his folly and said: "It is from God that this should be
sought; what the devil promises is not to be believed. He went off in confusion and I had a hearty laugh at
the man who thought such things credible. At length one night when the watch was being kept in the
church of the holy bishop and I had lain down and fallen asleep on my bed, I saw an angel flying through
the air. […]
Now Merovech did not believe the sorcerers but placed three books on the saint's tomb, namely, Psalms,
Kings and the Gospels, and keeping watch the whole night he prayed the blessed confessor to reveal to
him what was coming and whether he could be king or not, in order that he might know by evidence from
the Lord. After this he continued three days in fasting, watching and prayer, and going to the blessed grave
a second time he opened the book of Kings.
And the first verse on the page which he opened was this: "Because you have forsaken the Lord your God
and have gone after other gods and have not done right in his sight, therefore the Lord your God has
betrayed you into the hands of your enemies." And this verse was found in the Psalms: " But thou hast
brought evils upon them because of their deceitfulness; thou hast hurled them down when they were lifted
up. How have they been brought to desolation? They have suddenly failed and perished because of their
iniquities." And in the Gospels this was 'found: "Ye know that after two days the passover cometh and the
Son of man is delivered up to be crucified.”
This is but one of several important scenes in the Decem Libri Historiae Francorum where such advice is
sought.
Although the specific etymology of Holda is uncertain, one possibility is that her name is from the PGmc
*HulÞaz “to be inclined towards, favourable”, which in turn may be derived from the PIE *ḱel- “to tend,
lean, incline, bend, tip”, which is cognate with the Latin auscultō “incline one's ear, listen, listen in, heed”.
Therefore, it is possible that Holda’s name describes a goddess who is prone to listening to our
consultations of the divine and in turn is predisposed to give answers.

Practice:
On the Holdanaht, the Hêmahêto is encouraged to go to a holy stone in their vicinity, make offerings
(sweet cakes) there to Holda and through means developed by them, consult a book via bibliomancy. The
question asked of Holda should be one which was pondered and saved for this specific night. Once the
question is asked, the answer gleaned from the bibliomancy should be pondered carefully by whomever
is interpreting the results for the household.

Hêligfol (Holy Full):
Overview:
The Hêligfol is the TFA celebration of the last full moon of the year. From this point until the Irminfol of
Wintarmânôth, the moon wanes and then waxes from the old year to the new year. It is between these
two fulls – or nearest, depending on the number of months – that the holy cycle of the height of the gods’
deeds are known. The time of Sater follows, the quickening of Ertha’s womb under the watchful aegis of
Êwa, the birth of Tîwiskô – the First-Born god – and the rise of Irmin as the successor of his grandfather.
This mythic cycle churning from one year into the other, continuing without beginning or end. This full is
thus understood as being the holiest as the most dramatic cosmological events are undertaken at this
time in illo tempore.
The celebration is partly modeled on the Roman Angeronia, where the pontiffs would make sacrifices to
her near the Porta Romanula at the temple of Voluptia. She was believed to remove agony from mankind
and a keeper of the secret name of Rome. According to Dumézil the posture of her statue, with bandaged
lips and a finger pressed against them denoted that she demanded silence. This silence may have played
a roll in the cycle of rebirth where the passing of one age into the next was witnessed and eased by that
silence.
In TFA at this time we recognize the holiness of the divine Wêradihta (Viradechtis) who is understood as
being a watchful-yet-silent witness to the coming cosmic confrontation between the manifold holy
powers.

Rationale:
In TFA, the Hêligfol may fall before or after the winter solstice, that is the Jioltîd, which fluctuated with
the solar cycle. The full itself is always the eve of the Satertîd and therefore ushers in the TFA mythos of
the Saterbarachojagôt (Hunting of Sater’s Boar). Here, on the eve of the Satertîd, Wêradihta watches and
in time she will tell of what transpired.
Wêradihta, who’s name may be composed of the PGmc *wêra + *tihtiz (truthful announcement) is based
off of the 2nd century votive dedications to the Tungric goddess known variously as Viradecthis/Viradecdis.
One from Birrens, Scotland:
“Deae Viradecthi pagus Condrustis milit in coh II Tungror sub Silvio Auspice praef”
“To the goddess Viradecthis by the second cohort of the Tungri from the pagus of Condroz lead by Silvius
Auspex (who raised this).”

The other from Fectio, Utrecht in the Netherlands:
“Deae Viradecdi cives Tungri et nautae qui Fectione consistent votum solverunt libentus merito”
“to the goddess Viradecdis, the seamen from the civitas of the Tungri, who reside in Fectio have gladly and
justly fulfilled their vow.”
As a goddess who seems to have been worshipped outside the Tungric homeland, by Tungric peoples, it
is believed in TFA that she was an important witness to the deeds of their people who worked or lived
abroad. In this way, she is here cast in the role of the penultimate witness, who will speak truthfully of the
deeds of the gods when such deeds are done. In this role she is not only a Tungric goddess, but one of the
whole of modern Frankdom.

Practice:
On the Hêligfol, the Hêmahêto is encouraged to make a toast to Wêradihta so as to witness her work and
to demonstrate trust in her ability to tell the tale of the gods when the time comes. This toast should be
done outside near a tree of special holiness to the Hêm, with a part of the full of the toast to go to her
through the tree.

Satertîd (Sater’s Tide):
Overview:
The Satertîd is a TFA celebration which is based upon the Roman Saturnalia traditions as well as various
Salic Law references revolving around pigs. Although this tide is fixed to the lunar cycle, coming
immediately after the Hêligfol, the Jioltîd – which is fixed to the winter solstice – may follow, precede and
overlap upon the Satertîd. The principle mythic narrative which underpins this TFA celebration is that of
the Saterbarachojagôt or the Hunting of Sater’s Boar. Sater, which is an Old Frankish version of Saturn, as
in Saterdag, is depicted as a capricious lord abusive of his power. As the opposing force to the proper
nature of the giving lord, Sater fulfills the role of the inversion which was an important aspect of
Saturnalia.
In TFA, the threat of despotic kingship is recognized and made apparent through Sater, who – as Saturn –
Gregory states (speaking through Chlotilde, trying to convince Clovis to have their son baptised):
“[Clovis took to wife Clotilde, daughter of the king of the Burgundians. Now Clotilde was a Christian. When
her first son was born] she wished to consecrate him by baptism, and begged her husband unceasingly,
saying, I, the gods whom thou honorest are nothing they cannot help themselves nor others; for they are
carved from stone, or from wood, or from some metal. The names which you have given them were of
men, not of gods, - like Saturn, who is said to have escaped by flight, to avoid being deprived of his
power by his son; and like Jupiter himself, foul perpetrator of all uncleanness. . . . What power have Mars
and Mercury ever had? They are endowed with magical arts rather than divine power.”
Sater, as the Lord of Misrule, is believed to hoard the wealth of the land and pervert the social order which
maintains the effectiveness of the social fabric. In a bid to preserve this order, he is overthrown by Inguo,
Irmin and Merkur. This overthrowing is undertaken through the drama of the Saterbarachojagôt. The
grandchildren overthrowing their grandfather is a fixture of Germanic mythology, whereas in Roman

mythos it is his son. Here in TFA, for the purposes of keeping a Germanic flavour, it is his grand-nephews
due to the avuncular relationship generated from the blood-brother bond between Tîwiskô and Sater.
The Salic Law makes multiple mentions on the theft of boars as well as one on the hunting of a boar. In
the title “concerning the theft of pigs” article 16. It reads (Fischer Drew translation):
“He who steals a sacrificial gelded boar and it can be proved with witnesses that it had been consecrated
(called bracho anomeo chamitheotho in the Malberg gloss) shall be liable to pay seven hundred denarii
(i.e., seventeen and one-half solidi) in addition to return of the animal [or its value] plus a payment of the
time its use was lost.”

Rationale:
Saturnalia was a celebration which was important throughout the Roman Empire. As a celebration which
was not specifically tied to a cult location, the activities thereof could be performed in the home or local
communities regardless of where the participants resided. The primary activities during the festival were
the reversal of class, where lords acted as slaves and slaves in turn as lords, the giving of gifts and the
playing of games of chance.
The playing of gambling games appears to have been an important aspect of the celebration. In TFA, the
Satertîd is in direct opposition in the calendar to the summer’s Hlôtîd – that is the Lot Tide – where outside
ball games, such as boules, are to be played. Both the summer and winter games are guided by chance
and their outcomes have a direct relation to the success of those who play them.
The nature of Satertîd is to be viewed as both a beginning and an end, both being linked in a cyclical
narrative. The events of the Saterbarachojagôt both precede the birth of Tîwiskô, but the principle
instigators of the affair are Tîwiskô’s grandsons. Thus, the grandsons act before Tîwiskô’s birth, playing a
major role in that outcome, but also are born from him. This is a primordial mystery of TFA mythos.
The relationship between Sater and Tîwiskô is one which is modeled on that of Saturn and Janus. Ovid in
his Fasti outlines that Saturn was a refugee who came by skiff to Latium after being deposed by Jupiter
and that he was given land and allowed to rule over various peoples. In TFA, Sater is to be depicted as a
subjugating war lord, coming from the East and establishing a lordship which is contrary to the ethos of
the elder Franks.

Practice:
During the Satertîd the Hêmahêto is encouraged to prepare a feast and play games of chance, such as
dice. The Hêmahêto is also to embody aspects of Sater, as the Lord of Misrule and give gifts to their close
family members (children, grandchildren and others) which seem trivial or of little worth. If so inclined, if
the Hêmahêto has grandchildren/grandsiblings, then a bit of rough-housing or wrestling may be in order
between these generations.

Muodernaht (Mothers’ Night)
Overview:
Muodernaht (as with Jioltîd) is a celebration which is tied to the solar cycle. There are no surviving
examples of Muodernaht (Mothers’ Night) being celebrated on the continent, however according to Bede,
it was celebrated by Anglo-Saxons in the 8th century. In his day the night was that of Christmas night, by
that time Yule had been absorbed into the purely solar cycle and was detached from the lunisolar Yuletide
cycle celebrated by heathens of old.
In De temporum ratione he states:
“began the year on the 8th calends of January [25 December], when we celebrate the birth of the Lord.
That very night, which we hold so sacred, they used to call by the heathen word Modranecht, that is,
"mother's night", because (we suspect) of the ceremonies they enacted all that night.”
It has been theorized that the celebration originated with the greater West Germanic peoples, based upon
the cult of the Matronae and Maters, which were worshipped in various forms throughout the continent.

Rationale:
In TFA, Muodernaht is celebrated the eve of the Yuletide. The focus is on the Matronae and Matres
(Matrons and Mothers) as theorized by Simek and Shaw. These divine figures tend to be depicted as “triple
goddesses” on votive stones dedicated by various Gallo-Germanic tribes from Spain to Pannonia and down
to Africa. Their cult was far and wide, cultivated by most all peoples.
The direction the worship and the belief of the Matronae/Matres take in TFA are largely based on the
linguistic work and theories of Olivier Van Renswoude. Throughout the Rhineland there are a numerous
votive stones dedicated to Matronae/Matres whose names end in some form of -nehae. Van Renswoude
is of the opinion that this ending is based upon the PGmc *nêô meaning “needle”. This includes the well
attested Nehalennia, who in TFA is specifically worshiped in Lentinmânôth – Nehalenaht – as a divinity
specifically concerned with trade, travellers and seafaring. The *nêô component seems to indicate that
those named with that element are “menders” or “stitchers” of fate. This same component is reflected in
goddesses with the element *fanô (banner, cloth or flag), such as Tamfana and the Matronae Aufaniae,
where the meaning may extend to “mender” or “weaver”.
Given the wide breadth, variety and distribution of Matronae/Matres -nehae or -fana, it is clear that
important female deities – known as Mothers or Matrons – were believed to play an important role in the
lives of individual peoples, communities and places with the ability to “stitch, mend or weave” the lives of
those who worshipped them. It is not known if it was believed that these deities were ancestral to one
person, tribe or city, but what is known is that they were important enough to the cultic activities of
people that their cults went through an explosion from Spain to Pannonia to Africa.

Practice:
On this evening, the Hêmahêto is recommended to light a candle to burn all throughout the night as a
memory of the tireless work of the Mothers who work the weave of fate. A simple offering of sweet cakes
and wine should accompany the candle, the offerings being deposited at a sacred tree on or near the
Hêm.

Jioltîd (Yuletide)
Overview:
The Jioltîd is a celebration in TFA which commences on the winter solstice and lasts 12 nights. The central
theme of the Jioltîd is the drama of the Saterbarachojagôt (the Hunting of Sater’s Boar). This drama is the
climax of the TFA year and features the gods Inguo, Irmin and Merkur (Merkur, in TFA also known as Istaev
and here specifically taking the role of Moccus) as being sent on a hunt for a boar which is devastating the
countryside. Unbeknownst to the hunters, the boar belonged to the capricious lord Sater – blood-brother
to Tîwiskô – who in his carelessness left the boar to its own devices. Thus, Sater’s Boar is neither wild nor
domestic, causing legal issues for all involved in the matter. This drama ends with litigation in the
Malloberg by the Saligast, Widogast and Bodogast under the direction of Wisogast (or Wisowast).
Due to the nature of this tide being fixed to the winter solstice, the Jioltîd can take place before the
Satertîd or after it, depending on the number of months in the year. Therefore, either the Hunt precedes
the lavish fest of Sater or follows it, but both the events of the Satertîd and Jioltîd take place in the same
mythic timeframe.
The Saterbarachojagôt is based upon the Graeco-Roman Hunt of the Calydonian Boar as well as that of
Theseus’ hunt of the Crommyonian Sow. The Calydonian Boar was sent by Artemis to punish the king of
Calydon, king Oeneus, for having omitted her in his sacrifice. The Crommyonian sow was not sent by a
god, but rather devastated the countryside of Crommyon until the hero Theseus could vanquish it. The
Saterbaracho thus fits a similar motif, it is a divine boar neglected by its divine owner and turns into a
fearsome scourge which terrorized the countryside between the Marne and Seine.
As outlined above in the Satertîd, sacred boars were a fixture in the Salic Law. This may be related to the
custom of the sonargǫltr as described in Hervar saga ok Heidreks:
“And they would sacrifice a boar in the sonarblót. On Yule Eve the sonar-boar was led into the hall before
the king; then people laid their hands on its bristles and made vows.”
We also know that divine boars and their hunts were a fixture in Irish mythology and that graves in Britain
and even in Hallstatt contained the cremated remains of swine bones. There are a number of altars in
Britain which have depictions of a goddess riding a boar. Boars were also depicted on items such as
banners, coins, and altars.

Rationale:
In Langres, the Lingones were a people who lived in a lavish Roman city in the Haute-Marne region. From
inscriptions found on votive stones in their territory, we know that they worshipped a deity known as
Mercurius Moccus and Tincus Moccus. Delamarre has translated this to mean something like “Boar-God”.
As the name Moccus appears to be cognatic with the Old Irish mucc and the Welsh mochyn, both meaning
“swine”, it is theorized that Deo Mercurio Mocco (as on CIL XIII 5676) is a Boar-God from the Proto-Celtic
*mokkus.
In the drama of the Saterbrachojagôt, Merkur (Moccus) under the urging of Frîhals organizes the Hunt
and enlists his brothers Irmin and Inguo to assist. The other gods are attending Sater’s Feast where he
inverts the social order and causes calamity for them. Once the boar is hunted, the brothers – who are
Sater’s grand-nephews by blood-oathed – swear an oath upon the bristles to return proper social order.
Sater makes a claim that they have killed his boar, but since none of the gods will support his claim to the
boar, the judges rule against Sater in favour of Irmin, Inguo and Merkur.

Practice:
On the Jioltîd the Hêmahêto is expected to serve pork or boar as a Wirdskap meal and share it with their
friends and family. If the Satertîd and Jioltîd overlap, then the pork or boar is served on the first evening
of the Jioltîd itself. Upon this meal, the Hêmahêto is charged with swearing to uphold the order of the
Hîwiski. Likewise a full horn or beaker of red spiced wine should be served, with a drinking toast between
those present. The last full of the horn or beaker should be poured outside under the moon at a sanctified
tree or stone in honour of Irmin, Merkur and Inguo and their success in the Saterbarachojagôt.

